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SUPERIMPOSE: PRESENT DAY

EXT. GAZEBO TOWN OF DICKENS - DAY

Twilight before the dawn. Silence. Snow falls, laying a soft, 
white blanket over the sleepy town. 

A lone pair of tiny, fresh footprints lead to the silhouette 
of a person. 

The calm is broken by the far away sound of crunch ... crunch 
... crunch. 

We catch up to a set of small boots making their way through 
the snow. Between crunches, the only sound is huffing and 
puffing.

The boots take on a life of their own slipping and sliding, 
when all of a sudden;

PLOP!

Face down in the snow, lays a teenage girl. A moment of 
silence.

Just as quickly as she went down, she’s up again. 

CHEYENNE(13) wears jeans tucked into her boots, pink vest 
jacket and pink band wrapped around her head. 

Back up and running, she reaches a gazebo stage, walks up and 
takes a breath, calms herself and looks up;

CHEYENNE 
How will I save Christmas if I’m in 
jail?

With attitude, she flops onto a bench a little too close to 
the edge, and down she falls! Fumbling to get up, her head 
band catches on the bench,  rips off revealing her beautiful 
locks curling around two, delicately pointed ears. Hastily 
she pulls her band down and glances around in a panic. 

She sees at a distance, someone running towards her. A 
teenage boy, DALTON,(13).

SUPERIMPOSE: A MONTH EARLIER

EXT. NORTH POLE - DAY 

A perfect Christmas scene with a sprinkling of snow covering 
brilliant lights.



Cheerful ELVES busily work; carry packages, brush reindeer, 
check lists, test outside toys. Festive Christmas music fills 
the air. 

INT. NORTH POLE OBSERVATION DECK - DAY

The room is lined with instruments and dials.

A line of 10 ADULT ELVES peer through telescopes, hastily 
writing on long scrolls.

In the middle of the room sits a large globe with blinking 
lights, mostly yellow, a few green, then, a glaring RED light 
flashes, a loud speaker shouts warnings to the crew.  

“Town of Dickens, Town of Dickens”!

Chaos as all scramble to check the dials which are spinning 
and flashing.

Meet STANISLAUS (50), exhibits a lit “CHIEF” badge on his 
barrel chest along with a frantic look on his face, runs in 
and jumps up on his stool. He peers through his scope:

THROUGH THE SCOPE HE VIEWS:

INT. MANUFACTURING PLANT, TOWN OF DICKENS - DAY

HENRY (Older looking 59), Foreman of the town’s largest 
workforce, saunters from employee to employee handing them 
envelopes.  He greets them with a straight face.

HENRY
Mornin Danny.  Your Christmas 
present from Mr. Jackson.

DANNY
Gee thanks. Now my daughter can get 
the braces she needs.

Head down he reaches HAROLD.

HENRY
Harold, Merry Christmas.

HAROLD
Hey thanks Henry. The wife and I 
just found out we’re having twins.

HENRY
Hmmm. Congratulations, I guess.
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He wanders to the next man, ALLEN (30’s) ruggedly handsome.

ALLEN
Hey Henry! Why the sad face?

HENRY
I’m passing out Christmas gifts, 
from Jack.

ALLEN
Bless his stone cold heart. Let’s 
see what Mr. Scrooge is giving us 
this year.

He rips open the envelope and reads. The plant is now buzzing 
with angry chatter.

Allen crinkles the letter in his fists and makes a beeline 
for the door.

HENRY
Wait Allen! It’s no use! 

Allen reaches the door, stops, turns and looks at 20 broken 
MEN. He walks out slamming the door. 

INT. JACKS OFFICE - MORNING

Sitting at his desk peering at his computer screen, stock 
graphs up, JACK (34) fit and handsome, makes no attempt to 
hide his insatiable lust for money when Allen storms in 
waving a letter in his clenched fist.

ALLEN
You cheap -

JACK
Hey! No good morning little 
brother? 

Allen leans over the desk with looks that could kill, 
brandishing the letter in Jack’s face.

ALLEN
Do you have NO conscience?

JACK
Have you seen these stock prices 
today?

ALLEN
You call this a bonus!  
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Jack turns his computer screen towards Allen with the stock 
page up.

JACK
I’d call this a BIG bonus. I got a 
little worried when precious metals 
started dropping.  

Jack checks his watch, quickly get’s up and looks out the 
window.

Walking into the building below, is a beautiful WOMAN. Jack 
smiles and sits back down.

Allen slams his hand on the desk. 

ALLEN
All you gave them is a kick in the 
pants. You’ve been back what, three 
months? 

Jack stops at the window, peers out calm and matter of fact.

JACK
I remember Dad saying, boys, buy 
gold. Guess he was right.

Jack returns to his desk.

ALLEN
These are good men, with families. 

Jack continues comparing stocks. Allen settles down.

JACK
The whole family thing is a bit 
overrated, don’t you think? 

ALLEN
Look. I understand that since 
you’ve lost Carol, holidays aren’t 
the same.

Jack looks straight into Allen’s eyes.

JACK
Don’t bring Carole into this.

ALLEN
You’re just not you, since her 
death.

Jack leans on his desk, looks Allen in the eyes.
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JACK
Maybe this IS the real me.

Allen throws up his hands and walks out.

BACK AT THE NORTH POLE

Stanislaus drops down off his stool, grabs his recording of 
the scene and scampers out, mumbling on his way;

STANISLAUS
Oh boy, oh boy.

INT. SANTA’S WORKSHOP KITCHEN - DAY

Standing at a counter CHEYENNE,(13) a spunky elf, cute as a 
button. Her biggest joy is to cause as much turmoil as she 
can.

She artfully tampers with frosting utensils, licking the 
remnants around its edges with her pink tongue.

CHEYENNE
This will FROST Jordon.

She sneaks around the corner. With the swiftness of a concert 
pianist, her fingers race over the keys of her cell phone.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
That should do it.

The sound of footsteps bring two teen Elves, KELL BELL(13) 
and DIXIE(13). As they set wrapping paper down on a table, 
one by one they are interrupted by a message on their cells.

Kell Bell opens her phone to a picture of Dixie sitting next 
to a YOUNG BOY(14).

KELL BELL
Hey! Isn’t this my boyfriend you’re 
with?

Dixie leans over to see.

DIXIE
What?  

Dixie gets the next text, opens her phone. A picture of Kell 
Bell posing with a cute dress on.

DIXIE (CONT’D)
This is MY dress!
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Kell Bell grabs her phone.

KELL BELL
Let me see. 

Cheyenne strolls in, grinning.

CHEYENNE
What’s up?

The two elves snap their heads up.

KELL BELL
It was you.

DIXIE
You are so in trouble.

CHEYENNE
It was just a joke.

DIXIE
A hurtful joke like always.

KELL BELL
I’d say you’re jealous cause you 
weren’t asked to the Christmas 
dance.

Cheyenne’s mood quickly turns to anger.

CHEYENNE
It’s just a stupid dance.

DIXIE
A stupid dance YOU won’t be at. 

Dixie and Kell Bell laugh.

DIXIE (CONT’D)
Yea. Maybe if you had friends.

Dixie whispers in Kell Bells ear. Loud laughter. One last 
smug jab.

KELL BELL
Surely you have something fun 
planned for your birthday.

DIXIE
Doubt it. No friends, no family.

Cheyenne’s face turns a shade of red. Her eyes narrow.
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DIXIE (CONT’D)
(sarcastically)

Ooooh, are we gonna cry, freak?

Cheyenne backs up. She lifts her arms, points her delicate 
fingers at Kell Bell and Dixie and screams.

CHEYENNE
I am not a freak.

A sudden burst of wind BLOWS Kell Bell and Dixie right over!  

On the floor, wide eyed, they look up at Cheyenne who stares 
back.

Just then JORDON(15) known perfectionist, runs in from the 
kitchen squealing mad, frosting covers his face and shirt.

JORDON
Where is she? 

He spots Kell Bell and Dixie on the floor, Cheyenne nearby, 
and points at Cheyenne.

JORDON (CONT’D)
You. You did this.

They all stare at him.

Dixie whispers under her breath.

DIXIE
I wouldn’t if I were you.

Dixie and Kell Bell look at Cheyenne as though what’s next?

CHEYENNE
Just leave me alone.

She runs out of the building leaving an angry Jordan.

JORDON
Oooooh.

Out he stomps leaving the other two wide eyed.

EXT. SANTA’S WORKSHOP - DAY

Moping out, head down, tears forming, Cheyenne spots a small 
kitten laying sleep like on the sidewalk. She rushes to it.

CHEYENNE
Kitty? 
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She leans down and presses her ear up against it. Nothing. 
It’s not breathing. She panics. 

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Oh no.

Cheyenne lays her hands over the kitten, eyes closed she 
looks up to the heavens. 

A tear drops from her eye landing on the kitten’s nose. 

The kitten opens its eyes, licks the tear and takes off 
running. 

EXT. SANTA’S WORKSHOP - LATER

Cheyenne, perched on top of a ladder that leans against a 
workshop, hums a tune as she watches as a little GIRL ELF 
walks by with her MOTHER, hand in hand. Her mother leans down 
and kisses the little girl.

Cheyenne quiets, looks down and rubs her eyes.

FLASHBACK TO:

EXT. SANTA’S WORKSHOP - DAY (FIVE YEARS EARLIER)

Cheyenne(8) walks hand in hand with her MOTHER(30). She trips 
and falls. Crying, she looks down at a skinned knee. Her 
mother kneels down to comfort her. 

Cheyenne’s FATHER(35) runs to them and comforts Cheyenne. He 
lifts her into his arms and carries her off.

EXT. SANTA’S COTTAGE - DAY

Cheyenne hugs her parents. She and MRS. CLAUS stand at the 
curb as they enter their car. With tears in her eyes, 
Cheyenne waves good-bye. 

MRS. CLAUS
We’ll take good care of your sweet 
little girl.

INSERT - NEWSPAPER HEADLINES, which reads:

“NORTHERN JINGLES - 

PROMINENT DOCTOR AND WIFE DIE IN CRASH!”

BACK TO PRESENT
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Breaking the silence, a high pitched cry is heard. Cheyenne 
wipes her tears.

In a nearby tree, the same kitten is stranded.

CHEYENNE
I know how you feel. 

Another meow.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
You’re sad too?

Cheyenne sniffles.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Maybe we can be friends. 

The kitten takes a step towards Cheyenne, meows.
 

Cheyenne reaches for her, whispers;

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Come here girl.

 She reaches further, and further. Then

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
WHOA!

Down goes the ladder.

CRASH! Right onto a workbench lined with colored paint tins 
which fly in all directions.

Elves below are splattered a brilliant yellow, the Reindeer 
drip in glittering green, and a nearby Christmas tree has a 
lovely shade of blue covering its many twinkling lights that 
adorn its branches.

But wait. One last can of red paint sails in slow circles, 
over and over like a delicate bird in flight. Then 

SPLAT!

You can hear a pin drop.  

We see him. SANTA. Staggering around donning a paint can on 
his head, red paint dripping through his beard onto his white 
undershirt.

He falls back onto a pile of rubble, feet flailing.
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The scene turns chaotic.

Elves scramble from all directions. Some assist Santa out 
from under the bucket, others frantically wipe paint off him. 
All wear a look of panic on their faces.

All stop. Listen.

A meow. It’s coming from a nearby box. Santa whips his head 
around. The kitten squirms out from under rubble. Right next 
to her

Two beautifully innocent eyes peek out. Next, delicate points 
of her ears. Finally, the tiniest rose petal lips formed in a 
perfect circle.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Uh oh.

Cheyenne sheepishly crawls out from the box.

Santa gives her a stern glare.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Um, hi Grandpa.

Six more helper ELVES rush to see what the racket is about. 
They stop in their tracks and stare in horror.

All struggle to get Santa’s rotund body up on his feet.

SANTA
PUSH! There you go, that’s it.

He looks straight at Cheyenne.

SANTA (CONT’D)
What are we going to do with you?

Frozen in place, Cheyenne squeaks out a little;

CHEYENNE
But, I was just -

SANTA
Not another word.

A jovial, round MRS. CLAUS runs up out of breath.

MRS. CLAUS
Kris! What’s going on here?

Scanning the mess, her eyes meet Cheyenne’s.
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MRS. CLAUS (CONT’D)
Oh my. Cheyenne dear, come with me.

Mrs. Claus turns to Santa.

MRS. CLAUS (CONT’D)
Go on now. You get cleaned up.

She takes Cheyenne by the arm and leads her to a cottage.

Cheyenne turns and meets the gaze of the little kitten.

INT. SANTA’S BOARDROOM - LATER THAT DAY

Santa and Mrs. Claus sit at the head of a long table topped 
with files, toys and goodies. The other end of the table sits 
Stanislaus. Between them sit SEVEN brightly dressed ELVES.

They’ve just finished viewing the disturbing scene in Jack’s 
plant.

SANTA
Stanislaus, stop the film for a 
minute.

He pauses it.

SANTA (CONT’D)
Christmas is one month away, and 
there seems to be trouble in the 
one place that has always held 
Christmas sacred.

Mumbling around the table. 

SANTA (CONT’D)
The Town of Dickens.

They all nod their heads and agree.

SANTA (CONT’D)
Mourning the death of a loved one, 
may disguise itself as anger.

A CHUBBY ELF stands.

CHUBBY ELF
Or being just plain mean.

A louder grumble from the staff. 

Santa raises his hand again for quiet.
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SANTA
We see it happening right here on 
our own North Pole.

Santa looks to Mrs. Claus, who stands, clears her throat.

MRS. CLAUS
It’s our Cheyenne.

They all hang their heads in despair.

MRS. CLAUS (CONT’D)
Since her parents - left us, she 
can’t find true meaning in her 
life.

SANTA
And these behaviors she’s 
displaying is because of a deep 
sadness she has.

CHUBBY ELF
Kind of like Jack?

SANTA
Precisely.

STANISLAUS
So what do we do?

SANTA
We give her the meaning she’s 
lacking.

Santa looks over to Mrs. Claus.

SANTA (CONT’D)
It’s time.

She excuses herself. All look at each other in wonder.

The door opens. In walks a confused Cheyenne.

MRS. CLAUS 
Sit right here next to me dear.

They sit.

SANTA
Stanislaus, you can finish the 
tape.

He starts it up. They watch;
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A lifeless row of stores, absent of holiday cheer.

STANISLAUS (O.S.)
There you have it. Nothing. No 
indication what-so-ever that 
Christmas is coming.

TAPE STOPPED

The men hang their heads in sadness.

STANISLAUS (CONT’D)
I think you get the picture. 

CHEYENNE
But they can’t skip Christmas 
Grandfather.

She looks at her grandparents, then around the table.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
We have to do something.

Rumbling is heard around the table.

Santa rubs his whiskers.

SANTA
Yes...

Winks at the older elves.

SANTA (CONT’D)
It would have to be someone with 
spunk, and someone who isn’t afraid 
of a bully.

You can hear a pin drop. All eyes are on a wide eyed 
Cheyenne.

CHEYENNE
Me?

MRS. CLAUS
Don’t be silly sweetheart. You 
could never handle the likes of 
someone like Jack.

All look from Mrs. Claus to Cheyenne.

CHEYENNE
But...

Santa interrupts.
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SANTA
Terrible. Just terrible.

Cheyenne opens her mouth to speak, decides against it as 
Santa continues.

SANTA (CONT’D)
Any ideas, Mrs. Claus?

Silence as Santa and Mrs. Claus go back and forth as if 
alone.

MRS. CLAUS
I talked to Miss Lisa this morning. 

She addresses the others.

MRS CLAUS
You remember Miss Lisa. She lives 
in the Town of Dickens.

CHEYENNE
You mean my mom’s best friend.

All shake their heads in agreement.

MRS. CLAUS
Seems she’s going through a 
struggle herself. - Santa thinks it 
may be due to loneliness. I myself, 
think it’s a man.

Giggles are heard. 

SANTA
Let’s get back to the problem.

Cheyenne stands and smacks her hand on the table.

CHEYENNE
Why can’t I go? I know I can do it.

SANTA
I...
(He looks at Mrs. Claus)

Santa looks at Stanislaus.

SANTA (CONT’D)
Stanislaus, please make the 
arrangements for her trip.
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STANISLAUS
Yes sir.

He stands and addresses the room.

SANTA
We’re through here, men.

Grumbling as all rise and leave the room. All but Santa, Mrs. 
Claus and Cheyenne.

Cheyenne dramatically drops her head down in her arms.

SANTA (CONT’D)
I’m sorry, but you’re our only hope 
dear.

Mrs. Claus turns to Cheyenne, takes her hands in hers. 

MRS. CLAUS
It’s time we talk about your 
powers. 

Cheyenne’s head snaps up, her teary eyes look into Mrs. 
Claus’.

CHEYENNE
Why?

MRS. CLAUS
These are magical powers you 
inherited from your mother. 

CHEYENNE
But, my powers are all I have left 
of my mom.

MRS. CLAUS
But your real power is your, lets 
say, persuasive abilities. 

Mrs. Claus struggles to remain stoic.

Tears fall from Cheyenne’s face.

CHEYENNE
Are you saying I can’t use them?

MRS. CLAUS
No, sweetheart. I’m saying it would 
be best to fit in with the other 
children. 

Mrs. Claus puts her arm around Cheyenne.
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EXT. TRAIN STATION - AFTERNOON

A disheveled wood sign pointing SOUTH bares the word “EARTH.”

Mrs. Claus quietly sits alone on a small bench. Next to the 
station sit Santa and Cheyenne. 

Santa comforts her. She stares ahead.

CHEYENNE
I still think about them you know - 

She looks down picking at her nails.

SANTA
They would be very proud of you, 
what you’re doing.

CHEYENNE
I know.

He pauses, puts his head down.

SANTA
Grandma and I promised we would 
take good care of you.

CHEYENNE
(sadly)

You do.

SANTA
Sometimes it’s just not enough.

CHEYENNE
Grandpa?

SANTA
Yes.

CHEYENNE
When I’m at Lisa’s, will kids like 
me?

SANTA
You’ll have to start by liking 
yourself, my dear.

CHEYENNE
Won’t I be different there too?
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SANTA
Everyone is different. Look around, 
everyone has their own unique 
imprint. - Like you.

With interest, Cheyenne turns face to face with Santa.

SANTA (CONT’D)
Look at me, I’m different aren’t I?

They both laugh.

CHEYENNE
But you’re Santa.

SANTA
That’s what I’m saying.

The CONDUCTOR walks out and announces:

CONDUCTOR
Train to Dickens, five minutes!

Cheyenne shivers.

CHEYENNE
I’m nervous.

Santa puts his arm around her. Chuckles.

SANTA
Of course you are. 

A train whistles in the distance prompting Mrs. Claus to join 
them.

When she reaches them, she pulls out an envelope.

MRS. CLAUS
Take this and give it to Lisa. But 
NO NOT open until Christmas Eve.

Cheyenne tucks it loosely into the side flap of her back 
pack.

CHEYENNE
Grandma - what about the kitten?

Mrs. Claus wipes tears away, clears her throat.

MRS. CLAUS
Give our love to Lisa.

The train arrives, stopping on a dime.
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Tears and hugs. Cheyenne hesitates as the train starts 
moving. She bolts towards it, throws her bag onto the car 
forcing the envelope out of the side pocket, it gets caught 
up in a gust of wind and out it flies. 

Oblivious to this, she turns and throws them kisses.

Just as quickly as the train arrived, it’s gone. 

On the ground lays the envelope covered with swirling snow. 
Santa runs over and snags it up.

BACK IN DICKENS

INT. JACK’S OFFICE - DAY

Jack intently watches the computer screen. Background; Final 
round of a close horse race.  American Horse racing Pick 4. 
His horse pick is losing. He yells at the screen.

JACK
GO Meadowlark! You can’t lose!

It’s over. Meadowlark lost. Jack slams his fist on the desk. 
Paces the floor, running his hands through his hair. Then 
tells himself;

JACK (CONT’D)
Relax. I still have time.

A knock on his door and in walks WILLIAM (36), ladies’ man, 
Jack’s best friend, and Lisa’s ex-boyfriend. Strolls over to 
the tall windows behind the desk.

WILLIAM
Hey Charles. I see you’re still 
into that illegal off track 
betting.

JACK
Did you call me Charles? No one’s 
called me that since grade school.

Still upset, Jack checks his watch.

JACK (CONT’D)
That time already?

William takes his place at the window. 

JACK (CONT’D)
Why do you even waste your time? 
She dumped you, remember.
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WILLIAM
Yea. All that money, land, right 
down the toilet. I don’t get it, 
all the girls loved the way I 
treated them.

JACK
You’re lucky Lisa only found out 
about some of your girls or she 
would have thrown YOU down the 
toilet.

Jack stops, contemplates something.

JACK (CONT’D)
What did you say her last name was?

WILLIAM
Madison, why?

JACK
Like in Madison-Cummings old farm?

William glances out the window. 

WILLIAM
Right on time.

William watches as LISA MADISON(32) the beautiful tenant of 
one of the offices, approaches the steps.  

Jack is now interested and stands.

Out of nowhere, a disheveled MAN runs up from behind and 
grabs her brief case and knocks her down.

WILLIAM (CONT’D)
Did you see that?  

He frantically turns to Jack.

WILLIAM (CONT’D)
That guy stole her case!

Jack stumbles over.

JACK
What?

Jack and William take off with great speed.
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EXT. OFFICE BUILDING - MORNING

William is at the heels of the thief while an out of breath 
Jack tends to Lisa.  Her leg is skinned and bleeding.

Jack pulls out his handkerchief, gingerly places it on her 
wound.

JACK
Are you alright?  

LISA
That man stole my briefcase! 

She takes over holding the handkerchief.

JACK
Did you recognize him?

An out of breath William returns holding her case.

WILLIAM
I think this belongs to you.

She looks up at William with a disgusted look, snatches it 
out of his hands and rifles through the inside.

She pulls out a Deed with a relieved sigh, then, looks up and 
gives  William a look of loathing, glances at her watch.

LISA
If you don’t mind, I’m in a hurry.

She takes a few steps, limping.

WILLIAM
Are you sure you’re alright?

Disgusted, she looks back at him.

LISA
Don’t even pretend to care.

Lisa hurries off.

Jack swats William.

JACK
I told you she was repulsed by you.

WILLIAM
Nah, she still loves me. 

With an attempt to sound innocent, William responds.
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WILLIAM (CONT’D)
Hey, how can I help it if chicks 
dig me?

INT. MAGICAL SOUTHBOUND TRAIN - MORNING

Through a frosted window we are blinded by the brilliance of 
a zillion glittery stars swooshing by leaving us with 
heavenly tunes. It is truly a magical moment. That is until 
all serenity is broken.

CHEYENNE (O.S.)
NOOOOOOO!

Standing in front of a mirror, looking withered and wounded, 
Cheyenne transforms right before her eyes.   

But wait! Her head snaps down as she examines those not so 
tiny fingers. They’ve grown. Still holding on to the half 
bitten nails covered with chipped purple glitter polish.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Oh, cool!

Her delight is quickly shattered when she reaches up and 
feels the delicate point of her right ear. It’s still there.

One tear rolls out of her beautifully innocent eye. 
Hesitantly, she looks into the mirror again at her ears and 
sadly realizes;

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
I’m still a FREAK.

She closes her eyes, points her fingers at her ears and 
waits. Nothing.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
What’s wrong? They’re still there.

She frantically races to the window where the glare of 
flashing red lights appear. 

CONDUCTOR (V.O.)
Welcome to the Town of Dickens.  
Please make your way to the exit.

Cheyenne throws a magnificent tantrum.

CHEYENNE
No way. I can’t go yet. Not looking 
like this.
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She bangs on the speaker.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Wait! I’m not ready.

She wraps a pink band around her head covering her ears.

The train comes to a pinpoint stop. Cheyenne blows through 
the door.

EXT. TOWN OF DICKENS ICE RINK - MORNING

PLOP! Right in the middle of the rink, she lands smack dab on 
top of annoying LUCAS (10).  

Grabbing her head, panic strikes. Her knit band has slipped 
revealing her elfin ears.  

Her fingers move quickly to recover it.

CHEYENNE
Ouchhhhhh.

LUCAS
HEY. Get offa me.

Lucas’ friends BRANDON(10) and JAKE(10) stand frozen in time. 
Eyes wide, mouths wider.

BRANDON
WOOOOW.

JAKE
(gulping)

Are you a martian or something?

Flopping around like a fish, a fearful Lucas swats at her 
with his hands as she struggles to her feet.

CHEYENNE
Get off me you little freak.

LUCAS
You get off me, dork.

Cheyenne pushes Lucas away.

CHEYENNE
Geesh.

A cute teenage boy, DALTON(13) skates over, skidding to a 
halt.
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DALTON
You OK?

Cheyenne softens when she sees him, shyly smiles.

CHEYENNE
I guess.

Staring, all three stand on guard from this unknown creature 
that fell from the sky.

Cheyenne rolls her eyes, addresses them with attitude.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
What?

LISA (O.S.)
Cheyenne.  

All eyes drift over to Lisa who slips and slides over the 
ice.

CHEYENNE
Aunt Lisa.  

As Cheyenne runs to Lisa, she looks back at Dalton who stands 
in place looking at her.

Lisa and Cheyenne run into each other’s arms, twirling in a 
tight embrace.

LISA
I’ve missed you.

Arms linked and chatting away, they make their way off the 
rink but not without a few last words from the boys.

BRANDON
Hey lady.  Are you a martian too?

Cheyenne turns as Lucas shoves him catching him off balance. 
Down he goes.

CHEYENNE
Yup.

Dalton slowly skates away. One last look at Cheyenne.

Lisa looks down at one ear peeking out and smiles.

Screams are heard from the boys.
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EXT. OLD MILL ROAD - MORNING

The site of a large, old abandoned mill set on prime land 
outside city limits. 

Faded letters appear on a dilapidated barn.

INSERT - FADED LETTERS, which read:

“MADISON-CUMMINGS DAIRY”

A new large sign faces the road.

INSERT - THE SIGN, which reads:

“NO TRESPASSING”

MR. CUMMINGS(60) overweight no nonsense businessman, leans on 
his black limo, punches numbers on his cell.

INT. BEATER CAR - SAME

Two Thugs, RAY and CHOPS,(40’s losers) slobber down burgers, 
lick the wrappers, then toss them on the pile of garbage in 
the back.

INTERCUT - TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

MR. CUMMINGS
Did you get it?

RAY
Workin on it boss.

MR. CUMMINGS
Not what I asked.

RAY
We had a little trouble.

MR. CUMMINGS
(raises voice)

You idiots chased her down in broad 
daylight.

RAY
Don’t worry, me and Chops have a 
new plan.

MR. CUMMINGS
(gritting teeth)

I want what belongs to me.
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INT. LISA’S HOME - MORNING

Alone in front of the fireplace, Cheyenne stares at a picture 
of a young couple holding a toddler.  

LISA (O.S.)
You miss them, don’t you?

Standing spiritlessly, Cheyenne wipes a tear as Lisa walk up 
behind her.

CHEYENNE
Yea.

The mood is interrupted by a faint meow.

With bright eyes, Cheyenne turns to see Lisa holding THE 
kitten.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Grandma remembered! But how...?

She takes it from Lisa.

LISA
She thought you’d need a friend.

Cheyenne cuddles with her and swirls around in delight.

CHEYENNE
My very first friend.

Cheyenne smothers her face into the kitten’s fur. Looks into 
her eyes.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
And your eyes still twinkle.

She pops her head up to Lisa.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
That’s it. I’ll call her Twinkles.

LISA
Why don’t you show Twinkles your 
new room.

Cheyenne runs up and gives Lisa a big hug.

EXT. DOWNTOWN - MORNING

A sweaty Jack jogs, headset on, oblivious to his 
surroundings.
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From out of nowhere, Chops jumps out from between buildings 
and grabs a stunned Jack, dragging him back behind an 
abandoned building.

Surrounded by stray cats and dumpsters, Ray is waiting.

RAY
Who have we here?

CHOPS
Want me to rough him up?

Jack looks around, paranoid.

JACK
Were you following me?

RAY
Don’t have to.

Ray looks at his cheap watch.

RAY (CONT’D)
Right on time. Every Saturday, 
right Chops?

JACK
I told you I’d collect the money.

The men surround him in an intimidating stroll.

Jacks eyes follow them.

RAY
Change of plan. He doesn’t want the 
money. It’s a deed he wants.

Jack chuckles.

JACK
Deed for what?

RAY
There’s a big chunk of prime land 
in the outskirts of town. 

CHOPS
Outskirts? Is that like something 
Ma wore?

Ray takes a swipe at him.

RAY
No you idiot!  
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JACK
Look. I don’t have time for this. 
Just tell me what you want.

Chops slides his hand inside his jacket.

CHOPS
Don’t make us hafta hurt you.

Ray puts his hand up to stop him.

RAY
Not yet. I didn’t even tell him 
what we wanted.

The thugs move in to discuss their nasty plan.

INT. JACK’S OFFICE - MORNING

Jack frantically paces his office still wearing his sweats.

In strolls William, startling Jack.

WILLIAM
Hey Jacky, What’s up? It’s 
Saturday.

Jack hurriedly closes the safe.

JACK
Last minute stuff.

WILLIAM
You don’t look so good, wanna talk?

Jack paces.

JACK
I’m cool. Allen’s just bugging me 
to come over for dinner. 

WILLIAM
Yea, right. I’d say a fun night on 
the town. You and me, who knows.

Jack fidgets.

JACK
Yea, whatever.

William heads out and turns.
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WILLIAM
Maybe we’ll meet some ladies.

Door slams.

Jack stands at the window and sees Lisa walk by with a kid. 
He get’s an idea.

JACK
That’s it! 

He grabs his jacket and takes off leaving William speechless.

INT. SHOPPING MALL - AFTERNOON

Amongst a spattering of SHOPPERS, arms loaded with bags, 
Cheyenne and Lisa make their way to the cafe. 

A pack of TEEN GIRLS huddle outside CLAIRES, who all but mark 
their territory as Cheyenne walks by.

Cheyenne responds with a look of envy.

INT. CAFETERIA OF MALL - AFTERNOON

Lisa and Cheyenne haul their bags to a table. Cheyenne stops 
to admire her new self in front of a mirror. She hears 
giggles, and whips her head around.

Now meet ALLISON, ERIKKA and BROOKE(13 year olds with 
attitudes as big as their mouths), moving like a pack of 
wolves for their next victim.

ALLISON
Like yourself much?

Erikka strikes a pose as if mocking Cheyenne.

ERIKKA
Hey everyone, look at me.

All laugh.

As Cheyenne takes a step towards the group, a hand drops down 
on her shoulder.

LISA (O.S.)
Cheyenne, ignore them.

Lisa gives the girls a stern look.
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CHEYENNE
But ...

LISA
Come and sit down.

Cheyenne hesitates for a moment as the girls walk off 
laughing.

LISA (CONT’D)
It’s hard being on the receiving 
end of teasing, isn’t it?

CHEYENNE
They don’t even know me.

LISA
I thought after shopping we would 
take a ride by your new school. 

CHEYENNE
I suppose.

LISA
Who knows, you just might -

Silence. Lisa stares through Cheyenne, paralyzed, her face a 
soft hue of pink.

CHEYENNE
Aunt Lisa?

Cheyenne follows Lisa’s gaze straight to a charming man who 
makes his way over.

JACK
Funny meeting you here. Lisa, 
right?

At first Lisa is a bit smug.

LISA
Yes. William’s friend, right.

Looking at him cautiously, she clears packages.

LISA (CONT’D)
Would you like to sit?

Jack looks at Cheyenne who is more concerned about where the 
girls are.

JACK
How’s that knee of yours?
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LISA
It’s fine...

She turns to Cheyenne.

LISA (CONT’D)
Jack, this is a friend of mine, 
Cheyenne.

Jack and Cheyenne shake hands.

A moment of awkwardness when all is quiet.

Cheyenne jumps up.

CHEYENNE
OK if I check out the pet store?

LISA
Just don’t be gone long.

She glances at a smiling Jack.

Cheyenne rolls her eyes and takes off.

JACK
She’s a friend of yours?

LISA
Her mother was. She passed away a 
few years ago. 

JACK
I see. 

LISA
I’ve agreed to take Cheyenne in 
until the end of the school year.

Awkward silence.

JACK/LISA
(together)

What brings you...I was won...

JACK
(laughing)

Go ahead.

LISA
How do you know William?
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JACK
High school. Haven’t seen him in 
fifteen years. Now I’m back -

They are interrupted by sounds of commotion.

EXT. PET STORE - DAY

There, in front of the pet store stands Cheyenne. Left hand 
on her hip, right hand jabbing her finger repeatedly at the 
same girls who confronted her earlier.

LISA
Oh NO!

She takes off, turns back for her bags. 

Jack jumps up and motions for her to go.

JACK
I’ve got em.

Lisa takes off, Jack is annoyed, complains under his breath.

JACK (CONT’D)
Darn kids.

Lisa approaches the group of girls. Cheyenne and Allison 
stand face to face yelling, arms flailing.

ALLISON
Go ahead, try on your new dog 
collar.

CHEYENNE
It’s for my cat.

ERIKKA
It’d look better on you.

They all laugh.

Jack meets up with an angry Lisa, arms full of packages.

LISA
Cheyenne, let’s go.

ERIKKA
(sarcastic)

Cheyenne? Hah! What kind of a name 
is that? 

Cheyenne leaps at her.
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CHEYENNE
You freaks don’t know who you’re 
messin’ with!

Lisa grabs her and pulls her back.

LISA
Let’s go. Now.

ALLISON
Do as Mommy says.

That does it. Cheyenne balls up her fists again. Before she 
can do anything, Lisa steps in.

LISA
Cheyenne.

She shakes her head “No”.

They all laugh, then strut off.

Lisa looks to Jack apologetically. 

LISA (CONT’D)
I’m sorry.

Jack hands her the bags.

JACK
I understand.  Would you like to 
have coffee sometime?

LISA
Sorry, I’m pretty busy.

Lisa and Cheyenne turn to walk away. Lisa turns back.

LISA (CONT’D)
But thanks.

Off they go leaving Jack, his face livid with anger.

JACK
Next time I’ll make sure those 
brats aren’t around.

INT. ICE RINK WARMING SHACK - EVENING

Lisa and Cheyenne sit side by side lacing up their skates 
amongst a crowd of parents and children.
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CHEYENNE
Think he’ll be here?

LISA
Who?

CHEYENNE
The guy consuming your every 
thought.

Lisa pauses.

LISA
I told you, I’m through with men.

Cheyenne smiles from ear to ear as they manage to get up with 
skates on.

CHEYENNE
I think Grandma’s worried about 
you.

LISA
Your Grandma’s always worried about 
me.

They bundle up and walk out of the shack.

LISA (CONT’D)
We still need to talk about what 
happened at the mall.

Loud shouts from the rink interrupt their conversation.

EXT. ICE RINK- EVENING

Allison, Brooke and Erikka skate hand in hand leaving behind 
a path of fallen kids. 

Their headed straight for the shy, waif AMBER(13) skating 
alone.

BANG! Down goes Amber.

Allison spots Cheyenne as she seeks out her next victim on 
the crowded rink.

ALLISON
Lookie here.

BROOKE
Isn’t that the loser from downtown?
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ALLISON
Look at her skating around like 
she’s all that.

ERIKKA
Yea. Little miss goody.

ALLISON
Hah! Let’s see about that.

They strategically line up and stalk around the rink.  

With their target in front of them they pick up speed, and 
BANG! Right into Cheyenne.

Chaos. Arms and legs fly, a crowd gathers along with Lucas 
and his two friends.

Dalton and TWO FRIENDS skate up and check the situation.

LUCAS
Hey. That’s the Martian.

Allison struggles to her feet.

ALLISON
Get lost Lucas.

LUCAS
Not your rink.

Allison threatens Lucas; arms flailing at him.

ALLISON
Do you wanna be next?

LUCAS
I’m tellin Mom.

ALLISON
Go ahead you baby.

Allison spots Dalton and three FRIENDS. Her whole demeanor 
changes. She flirts.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
Hi Dalton. 

Dalton and friends show their disgust and skate off.

Lucas’ friends are impatient.

JAKE
Come on Lucas.
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BRANDON
I gotta get home.

Lucas skates to his friends. Turns to his sister.

LUCAS
I hope the Martian gets you.

Off they skate.

Allison turns to Cheyenne. Puts her hand out to her, 
sarcastically announcing;

ALLISON
Sorry. I didn’t see you there.

Cheyenne grabs her hand, and YANKS her down.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
Hey!

CHEYENNE
Sorry.

Allison looks up at her friends.

ALLISON
Are you gonna help me?

Erikka and Brooke stop laughing and come to her rescue.

Cheyenne and Allison grab the other two, and DOWN they go.

All is quiet. 

A burst of laughter from all.

Allison whispers into Brooke’s ear. Turns to Cheyenne.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
(hesitantly)

You wanna skate with us?

Cheyenne hesitates for a moment, staring at them 
suspiciously.

CHEYENNE
I guess.

They all get up and skate off laughing.

Cheyenne looks back at Dalton. Allison notices, and is not 
happy.
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EXT. WARMING BENCH

Lisa is on the side bench along with other PARENTS where they 
are discussing local gossip.

Allison’s mother, NANCY, leads the group.

NANCY
Did you hear she’s due to have 
twins?

KATHY
And no insurance.

SUSAN
After thirty years and not even a 
bonus this year.

NANCY
My husband deserves more. He works 
harder than anyone there.

The women all sneer at her. Some roll their eyes.

LISA
What monster is responsible for 
this?

Loud screaming from the rink. They all turn their heads to 
see the group of girls chasing skaters.

One woman stands and yells;

KATHY
Hey! You girls leave the little 
kids alone.

She sits back down.

KATHY (CONT’D)
Little monsters.

The rest nod in agreement. All but Nancy and Lisa.

Back to their discussion.

SUSAN
(sarcastically)

Charles Jackson the third.

LORI ANN
Yea. His dad is turning over in his 
grave about now.
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LISA
Charles Jackson? I think he’s the 
guy that just raised my office 
rent.

LORI ANN
He came back a couple months ago 
when his wife died. 

KATHY
Worst thing that ever happened to 
our town.

Cheyenne and her new friends skate up to Lisa.

CHEYENNE
Can I go for some hot chocolate 
with my new friends?

LISA
I guess, but -

Nancy gets up and butts in with a nasty tone.

NANCY
Allison, come with me.

Silence as Allison follows her mother off to the side. Nancy 
grabs her by the arm.

NANCY (CONT’D)
What are you doing? You don’t even 
know that girl. I don’t think she 
even has parents.

ALLISON
Shhh. Don’t let them hear you.

NANCY
Don’t shush me. Look at the way 
she’s dressed.

Allison shakes out of her mom’s grasp.

ALLISON
I already asked her to come with 
us.

NANCY
Fine. But make her pay for your hot 
chocolate. After all...

They return to the group. Allison puts on a happy face.
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ALLISON
We’ll bring her home. Erikka lives 
right by you.

Off they run, full of excitement.

The women are quiet, stare at Nancy who just sits smugly.

EXT. CITY STREET - EVENING

With steaming cups in hand, Cheyenne, Allison, Brooke and 
Erikka stroll along laughing, teasing, and shoving.

They make fun of Cheyenne’s hat pulled down tightly around 
her face.

BROOKE
What’s with the weird hat?

CHEYENNE
What’s wrong with my hat?

A car approaches from the opposite direction.

ALLISON
Let’s have some fun.

ERIKKA
In this town?

She whispers something in Erikka’s ear. They glance at 
Cheyenne.

Down go their cups as they pick up hands full of snow, ball 
it up, and throw towards the road as Cheyenne watches in awe, 
then joins them.

The snowballs spin through the air. 

SMACK! Right on a car windshield. The driver loses control 
and hits a patch of ice. It picks up speed and drives up onto 
a tall snow bank.

ALLISON
Good going Cheyenne.

BROOKE
Good shot.

They turn on Cheyenne and use her as a target, throwing 
snowballs at her.
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Wide eyed, Cheyenne grabs Allison’s arm and points to the car 
teetering on top of a snowbank.

CHEYENNE
We have to help her.

ERIKKA
OK, lets.

Cheyenne runs towards the car snowball in hand.

Allison and girls run in the opposite direction.

A police car creeps up on Cheyenne, red lights flash. 
Cheyenne stands staring at her friends in disbelief.

TWO OFFICERS step out. They go to the aid of the driver.

OFFICER 1
(points to Cheyenne)

You. Stay right there.

A MAN walks up with the other three girls.

MAN
Caught these three running away.

Hurt by this, Cheyenne “questions Allison” under her breath.

CHEYENNE
What were you doing?

INT. LISA’S LIVING ROOM - EVENING

Like a nervous parent, Lisa paces, phone up to her ear.  

The door bell rings.

She hangs up and runs to the door, swings it open. 

Cheyenne stands with TWO POLICEMAN.

LISA
Cheyenne?

They all walk in.

OFFICER 1
Ma’am. She say’s she lives here.

LISA
She does.
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OFFICER 2
We caught her throwing snowballs at 
cars.

Lisa kneels down in front of Cheyenne, hands on her 
shoulders.

LISA
What were you thinking?

CHEYENNE
I wasn’t. I mean, I didn’t think it 
would hit a car.

OFFICER 1
Well, unfortunately, they hit Mrs. 
Crablean’s car which is now 
teetering on top of a snowbank.

Lisa, visibly upset, stands.

LISA
Is she alright?

OFFICER 1
A little shook up.

OFFICER 2
Yea. Once we pulled her out from 
Mr. Thorson’s hog pen.

OFFICER 1
Rolled all the way down the bank.  
Sure is quick for a ninety year 
old.

Lisa gives Cheyenne a stern look. Back at officers.

LISA
Thank you Officer. I’ll deal with 
her.

Lisa closes the door, turns to Cheyenne.

LISA (CONT’D)
I don’t get it, what were you 
thinking?

INT. LISA’S LIVING ROOM, FRONT DOOR - MORNING

Wearing robe and slippers, Lisa answers the door.
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LISA
Thank you.

She closes the door, leans on it perplexed as she holds a 
bunch of fresh cut roses.

CHEYENNE (O.S.)
Who sent flowers?

Lisa startles. Cheyenne stands wearily holding Twinkles.

LISA
Good morning. Aren’t they 
beautiful?
 

Cheyenne leans over and smells the roses.

CHEYENNE
Who sent them?

LISA
They’re from - 

She opens the card and reads;

LISA (CONT’D)
Coffee. Nine A.M. Coffee Perk. 
Dress Warm. Jack.

CHEYENNE
So is this like a date?

Lisa checks her watch. 

LISA
I told you, I’m through with me. 

EXT. CITY PARK - MORNING

Still snowing, a bundled up Jack and Lisa follow a path Jack 
knows well. Each carry a steaming coffee cup.

They reach the ice rink where there is one lone WOMAN 
skating.

JACK
This is my favorite spot.

Looking down at her slyly.
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JACK (CONT’D)
Tell me about yourself.

LISA
Not much to tell. I go to work, 
come back home. And now I have 
Cheyenne staying with me.

JACK
The kid thing.

He leads her through an opening in a surrounding woods.

LISA
What’s back here?

JACK
There’s something I’d like to show 
you. This way.

They walk off the path trudging through snow, tall brush.

LISA
All I remember is some dried up 
pond back here?

JACK
You’ll see.

They cut through a clump of trees. 

On the other side, the most beautiful heated pond with a  
fountain. Ducks dip in and out.

Lisa is in awe.

LISA
I had no idea.

Jack softens. He walks her to a stone plaque. 

INSERT - SIGN WHICH READS: “TO OUR LOVING PARENTS, CHARLES 
AND OLIVIA. YOUR MEMORY WILL LIVE ON IN OUR HEARTS.”

Lisa looks up at him.

LISA (CONT’D)
Your parents?

JACK
They met here, and he proposed to 
her on this very spot.
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LISA
So, you did this for them?

JACK
Last fall. Not too many people know 
about it yet.

LISA
It’s beautiful.

Jacks cell rings. He looks at the name and puts it away.

LISA (CONT’D)
Go ahead, I don’t mind.

JACK
It’s not important. 

Jack’s mood changes as they walk out. He glances around 
suspiciously.

JACK (CONT’D)
So, you’re a counselor?

LISA
Relationship.

Jack stays away from that subject. Clears his throat.

JACK
Don’t you own that old farm out on 
Mill Creek Road? 

LISA
I thought I did. My father’s ex-
partner was quite the  swindler. 
Dad bought him out, and now he 
wants it back. He’s trying to get 
the deed. Says it was stolen from 
him. - Sorry, don’t mean to bore 
you.

Jack assumes the role of someone who cares.

JACK
And the deed was in your case when 
those guys -

LISA
Assaulted me.

Jack fidgets.
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LISA (CONT’D)
All that legal jargon. I’d have to 
attend law school to understand  
the documents. 

JACK
If you’d like I could take a look 
at them.

Lisa looks surprised.

LISA
Seriously?

JACK
That’s what I do. Before I came 
back home, I practiced law.

LISA
If you’re sure.

They lock eyes. Jack turns away quickly, a smirk on his face.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - MORNING

Students run every which way, lockers slamming, laughter, and 
Cheyenne. The first day at her new school. 

With a pink slip in her hand that matches the wide brimmed 
head band she’s wearing, she fumbles with the lock.  

Frustrated, she dials the combination over. No luck. 

DALTON (O.S.)
I think you have the wrong locker.

She turns, frustrated; 

CHEYENNE
Look, I know how to open a locker.

And sees that gorgeous human BOY she’s been seeing around. 
And he’s talking to her.

Her head turns back to the lock.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
This stupid lock doesn’t work.

DALTON
Um, it’s my locker. Try the one 
next to it.
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She looks at the numbers on the lockers, then at the pink 
slip.

Her face now matches her head band. Chuckling.

CHEYENNE
Sorry. 

DALTON
That’s OK. You new here?

CHEYENNE
(flustered)

No, I mean yes.  

Could things get any worse. Wait, lo and behold, who trudges 
by with his two friends?

LUCAS
Hey. Aren’t you that alien?  

Dalton ignores them. Cheyenne doesn’t.

Lucas jumps around, makes a scene.

LUCAS (CONT’D)
See you guys. It’s the alien.

With a teeth clenching grin, she comes face to face with 
Lucas.

CHEYENNE
Get lost you little...Or I’ll send 
my friends to get you in your 
sleep!

Wide eyed, Lucas and his friends stand and stare.

Cheyenne looks around, then secretly FLASHES one of her ears 
at them, leaving them to have meltdowns like a bunch of 
idiots.

Dalton looks past her. Cheyenne turns to see Allison coming.

DALTON
Gotta go.

Allison joins them, smiles at Dalton, then;

ALLISON
Lucas, get lost.

LUCAS
Wait Allison. Look at her ears.
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CHEYENNE
You know him?

ALLISON
He’s my annoying brother.                 
       (to Lucas)
Lucas, I said get lost.                                                 

Still disappointed, Cheyenne turns and heads for class 
leaving Allison still arguing with Lucas.

On her way, Cheyenne spots an activities board. Amber stands 
in her tattered cloths, reading; DRAMA DEPARTMENT. SIGN UP 
FOR EXTRA CREDIT. Cheyenne stands next to her and reads it.

CHEYENNE
Hey. You signing up?

Amber looks up past Cheyenne.

Cheyenne turns as Allison struts up.

ALLISON
Eeeeewww. What’s she doing here?

Amber looks down and walks away.

CHEYENNE
What was that for?

ALLISON
Look at her. Her dad lost his job, 
you know.

CHEYENNE
So.

ALLISON
What’s wrong, you never said 
anything mean before?

Cheyenne turns and stares at the board.

CHEYENNE
You gonna sign up?

ALLISON
Are you kidding? How lame.

Dalton and TWO FRIENDS wander over. He looks right at 
Cheyenne.

DALTON
Hey.
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ALLISON
(flirting)

Hi Dalton.

He ignores Allison. Looks back to Cheyenne.

DALTON
You in this class?

CHEYENNE
Yea.

ALLISON
So Dalton, are you signing up?

DALTON
I guess.

He looks at Cheyenne. Then down shyly.

DALTON (CONT’D)
Are you?

Allison interrupts while grabbing Cheyenne’s arm.

ALLISON
Of course we are, right Cheyenne?

Cheyenne turns to Allison and rolls her eyes.

CHEYENNE
Yea.

Dalton and his friends walk off.

Allison squeals with joy.

ALLISON
Did you see him look at me?

CHEYENNE
He didn’t look at you much.

ALLISON
He’s only signing up cause I am.

CHEYENNE
You said you weren’t gonna.

ALLISON
I think my parents would want me to 
- What about your parents, and why 
do you live with your Aunt?
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Cheyenne turns.

CHEYENNE
I better get to class.

EXT. OFFICE BUILDING - MORNING

Jack is having a heated discussion on his cell.

JACK
I told you I’m working on it!

He paces, back, forth, stops.

JACK (CONT’D)
Don’t you threaten me. I swear, 
I’ll ...

A hand drops on his shoulder. He reels around ready to punch 
someone.

WILLIAM 
Woah there. 

Jack slams his phone shut.

 JACK
Don’t sneak up on me.

WILLIAM
Why so jumpy slick?

JACK
Customers can be such a pain.

WILLIAM
Life’s too short man, it’s only 
work.

Jack cuts him off, checks his watch.

JACK
Sorry buddy, hot date for lunch. 
Gotta run.

INT. COFFEE SHOP - NOON

A few old guys at the counter drinking coffee.

In a corner booth, Jack orders two coffees as Lisa slides in. 
She reaches into her bag and pulls out her Deed.
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LISA
I really appreciate this Jack.

With a wily grin, he takes it, slides it into his jacket.

JACK
Anything to help out a lady in 
need.

LISA
Really, thanks.

The short, fat waitress is Nancy from the rink. She 
interrupts holding menus.

NANCY
Aren’t you the woman from the ice 
rink? I’d stay away from those 
other women. I could tell you 
stories.

Jack looks up at her.

JACK
Could we have some menus please?

She sets them down and walks off with a huff.

They open the menus while Jack makes small talk.

JACK (CONT’D)
How’s everything going with your 
new boarder?

LISA
I’m afraid she’s gotten mixed up 
with the wrong crowd.

JACK
Already?

LISA
She and some girls were throwing 
snowballs. They hit a 90 year old 
woman’s car!

JACK
Ouch.

LISA
I hope I’m not in over my head with 
her. 
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JACK
So, what’s the story with her 
parents?

Lisa is torn. Does she tell him?

LISA
When Cheyenne was five, they were 
killed in an accident.

Lisa stares off for a moment, uninterrupted.  

LISA (CONT’D)
I was good friends with her mother. 
I’ve kept in touch with Cheyenne 
ever since.

The gruff Nancy interrupts again loaded with gossip and more 
coffee.

NANCY
Just heard half the city is laid 
off, and right before the holidays.

Nancy leans down and whispers;

NANCY (CONT’D)
Personally, I think something funny 
is going on. 

She talks as she pours coffees.

NANCY (CONT’D)
It’s not right. That Charles 
Jackson just had to come back after 
all these years. What next?

LISA
This is the second time I’ve heard 
that name.

Jack coughs, spills his coffee.

Lisa grabs a napkin and wipes off the table. 

LISA (CONT’D)
Are you alright?

Jack quickly turns to Nancy.

JACK
Could you just take our orders?

Jack’s as white as a sheet.
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EXT. DOWNTOWN SIDEWALK - DAY

Jack is on his cell, walking at a fast pace.

JACK
I’ll be behind the warehouse. - If 
you’re not there in 5 minutes, I 
give it back to the chick.

INT. MACY’S JR. MISS DEPT. - AFTERNOON

Cheyenne and Allison rummage through sale racks.

CHEYENNE
Are you sure they don’t take roll 
in last hour class?

ALLISON
Of course. I skip out all the time.

Allison tosses Cheyenne a top. 

ALLISON (CONT’D)
Here. Try this on.

Cheyenne throws it back.

CHEYENNE
No way. It’s ugly.

Allison throws a different one.

ALLISON
Only on you. Try this one.

CHEYENNE
Ha Ha!

ALLISON
Just hurry.

Cheyenne makes a sassy exit. Allison grabs Cheyenne’s purse 
and goes to work.

Her eyes scan the room while her fingers move as one who is 
adept in thievery.

One, two, three shirts rolled up with one quick swipe from 
the scarf rack, all strategically placed in Cheyenne’s bag.

Cheyenne hops out in a model-like pose.
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CHEYENNE
How do you like it?

ALLISON
Looked better on the hanger.

CHEYENNE
What-ever.

ALLISON
Hurry. We gotta go. 

INT. MACY’S FRONT DOOR - AFTERNOON

Allison and Cheyenne race through the doors.

A loud BUZZER goes off. Cheyenne trips and falls, her purse 
flies emptying all of the contents.

She lay, face down. She raises her head to see two, big black 
shiny shoes staring her in the face. Further ahead lay 
various items of clothing, tags attached.

INT. LISA’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

Sign on office door: SERENITY COUNSELING - LISA CUMMINGS, MSW 
LICSW 

Lisa sits in a comfortable chair, one nervous MAN, one 
weeping WOMAN sit across from her. 

WOMAN
I’m just so tired of his lies.

LISA
Then look at him and tell HIM how 
you feel.

MAN
I wasn’t lying. I mean, at first I 
was -

A light tap at the door. MARGE(50) Lisa’s secretary, peeks 
her head in holding up a note.

Lisa motions for her to enter, takes the note and reads:

“The police have Cheyenne down at the station.”

Lisa drops her head.
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INT. LISA’S HOME - AFTERNOON

An angry Lisa walks in with Cheyenne. Twinkles greets them at 
the door clenching a live mouse in her tiny teeth.

Lisa screams and jumps onto the couch.

Cheyenne bursts into laughter.

CHEYENNE
Twinkles! 

She looks up at Lisa.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
You’re afraid of a little mouse?

LISA
Get it out of here. Please.

Lisa jumps around on the chair as Cheyenne chases Twinkles 
down, grabs the mouse and throws it outside.

CHEYENNE
All clear.

This breaks the sullen mood. 

Lisa gets down from the chair holding her chest.

LISA
Thank you.

CHEYENNE
Are you seriously afraid of a 
little mouse? 

LISA
Your mom was worse.

They both burst into laughter.

Lisa puts her arm around Cheyenne.

CHEYENNE
Lisa?

Lisa looks down at her.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
I’m sorry.
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LISA
What happened today was serious. 
I’ll have to insist you don’t see 
Allison outside of school.

CHEYENNE
I don’t get it. I played pranks. 
Lots of them. But to steal?

LISA
I talked to your grandmother and 
she’s pretty worried about you.

CHEYENNE
Grandma knows?

LISA
You know Stanislaus.

The doorbell rings.

LISA (CONT’D)
Would you get that?

Cheyenne opens the door to Mrs. Claus.

She jumps into her arms.

CHEYENNE
Grandma.

Santa peeks around outside the door.

SANTA
What about me?

In walks Santa. She reaches up and gives him a great hug.

CHEYENNE
Grandpa. You came all this way to 
see me?

MRS. CLAUS
This is a busy time of year for us, 
so we’ll only stay a minute.

SANTA
Looks like we need one of our chats 
Cheyenne.

Lisa motions for Santa and Cheyenne to sit in the living 
room.
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LISA
We’ll be in the kitchen.

Lisa and Mrs. Claus walk out.

Santa and Cheyenne sit on the couch. 

Santa is serious with Cheyenne. He takes her hands in his.

SANTA
Ten years ago when Mrs. Claus and I 
took you in, we were amazed at your 
great strength of character.

CHEYENNE
You were?

SANTA
Always an unassuming child after 
settling in with us, particularly 
when other elves teased you after 
your parents unfortunate demise - 

Cheyenne listens intently.

SANTA (CONT’D)
But now, the children of this town 
are depending on you.

Cheyenne puts her head down.

CHEYENNE
I know.

Santa lifts her chin.

SANTA
There is a job to be done here in 
this town, and we’re relying on you 
to make things right. No one else 
can do this.

CHEYENNE
I understand.

Lisa and Mrs. Claus walk back in the room.

MRS. CLAUS
Kris. It’s time.

Santa and Cheyenne get up and hug.

CHEYENNE
Thank you Grandpa.
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SANTA
Remember the consequences all the 
children are facing. And you, NO 
MORE TROUBLE.

Cheyenne glances at Lisa.

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - MORNING

Students push and shove. A troubled Cheyenne walks with Amber 
without talking.

Allison shows up.

ALLISON
You grounded?

Cheyenne ignores her. Amber looks straight at her, Allison 
snaps at Amber.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
What are you looking at?

Head down, Amber turns and walks away.

Cheyenne watches her. She has a look of sorrow in her eyes.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
Well?

CHEYENNE
Yea, and it’s your fault. 

ALLISON
See you at Community. 

The bell RINGS. Kids rush into the classrooms.

INT. MISSION/FOOD KITCHEN - EVENING

Hiding their identity, Allison wearing a hooded jacket, and 
Cheyenne with a hat pulled down to her eyes, sheepishly make 
their way through a crowd of unfortunate people.

They look around, wide eyed, at the twenty or so PEOPLE 
gathered for a free meal, wearing tattered clothing, some 
clean, some not so clean. Some are alone, some have families. 
All need a hot meal.

CHEYENNE
I hope you’re happy.
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ALLISON
Whatever.

They approach a large WOMAN SUPERVISOR who serves soup to 
ABLE(70) hard of hearing.

SUPERVISOR
Here you are Able. 

ABLE
Heh? Did you say sit at the table?

SUPERVISOR
Don’t forget, Christmas Eve is in 
ten days.

Cheyenne is frozen in place, stares ahead. Whispers;

CHEYENNE
Ten days.

SUPERVISOR
What can I do for you girls?

CHEYENNE
We’re here for community service.

SUPERVISOR
Good. You with the hat, take this 
ladle. And you, come with me.

Allison reaches around Cheyenne, grabs the ladle from the 
supervisor.

ALLISON
I’ll do the soup.

The supervisor takes off with Cheyenne at her heels. 

Cheyenne follows her to a cabinet.

SUPERVISOR
Grab these cups and bowls. 

They each grab an arm-load and head out.

SUPERVISOR (CONT’D)
Just make sure we don’t run out. 

CHEYENNE

10-4.
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SUPERVISOR
You hear me?

CHEYENNE
Yes.

SUPERVISOR
Kids think they’re so smart these 
days.

The supervisor takes off.

EXT. BEHIND STORAGE SHED - LATER

Cheyenne hauls a full bag of garbage around back.

A whimper of a dog is heard. Cheyenne follows the cry to the 
dumpster. It’s inside. A dog. Cheyenne drops the garbage bag 
and leans in to help it out. She leans further.

In she falls!

CHEYENNE
Whoaaaaa! 

Cheyenne screams, the dog screams. A few people hear the 
ruckus and gather.

Cheyenne caresses the dogs leg, he screeches in pain. She 
looks up to those peering in.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Get help! I think she has a broken 
leg!

Cheyenne closes her eyes and lays her hands on the dog. 
Nothing. She looks up to the crowd where Allison stands.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Hurry Allison!

A MAN steps forward. He gently lifts the dog and yells to his 
family.

MAN
Amber. Get your brother’s wagon. We 
need to get this dog to the 
hospital.

It’s Amber with her family. All shoddily dressed.

Cheyenne and Amber lock eyes.
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MAN (CONT’D)
Amber, hurry!

A horrified Amber rushes off. Her mother and brother assist 
with the dog.

The Supervisor walks over.

SUPERVISOR
Excitement’s over. Back to work 
girls.

Allison makes a big deal of who she saw.

ALLISON
Amber at a food kitchen? Wait till 
I tell the girls.

Allison struts off leading the homeless, poor people. 
Cheyenne is saddened. 

CHEYENNE
This is so wrong. Those are good 
people who deserve more. I need to 
do something, and quick.

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - NOON

Students crowd the hallway. Lockers slam.

Cheyenne spots Amber at her locker, head down, and makes her 
way to her.

CHEYENNE
Hey.

Amber remains downcast. 

AMBER
What do you want?

CHEYENNE
Can we talk?

AMBER
So you can rub it in?

Amber turns and leans on her locker ignoring the other kids 
walking past.

Allison comes slinking into the discussion.
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ALLISON
Look who’s here, and wearing -

CHEYENNE
Allison!

Cheyenne looks at the hurt in Amber’s eyes.

Allison grabs Cheyenne by the arm and pulls her towards an 
empty classroom. 

ALLISON
We’re gonna be late.

CHEYENNE
For what?

ALLISON
Just come on.

INT. EMPTY CLASSROOM - DAY

Allison drags her around the corner closing the door behind.

CHEYENNE
What’s going on?

ALLISON
Let’s get out of here!

CHEYENNE
You mean skip class?

Allison pulls a hand full of dollar bills from her bag.

ALLISON
And, I happened to find this.

With a look of exasperation in her eyes, Cheyenne is 
speechless.

A sound is heard behind them.

Cheyenne slowly turns, and is face to face with a TEACHER.

TEACHER
Apparently school rules don’t apply 
to you two.

A quick glance between the defeated Cheyenne and Allison.

CHEYENNE
Great.
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TEACHER
Let’s see what your parents think 
of your great plan.

A very frightened Cheyenne and Allison follow the teacher.

INT. LISA’S OFFICE - MORNING

Lisa is approached by her very angry secretary, Marge, who 
waves a letter wildly in the air.

MARGE
I have a mind to march right into 
his office and tell him a thing or 
two, the old goat!

Lisa takes the letter, and while scanning it her face takes 
on a red hue.

LISA
Let me, Marge.

With letter in hand, she marches out.

EXT. OFFICE - MORNING

Sign on Door: CHARLES JACKSON, III

Lisa enters only to see an empty desk with a nameplate 
“BIRDIE” neatly placed on front.

With “Birdie” nowhere in sight Lisa barges into Mr. Jackson’s  
office.

INT. JACK’S OFFICE - MORNING

It’s empty. A steaming cup of coffee sits on the desk. Then, 
a noise from the back room.

JACK (O.S.)
Just lay it on the desk BIRDIE.

LISA
I’m looking for Mr. Charles 
Jackson.

Out of sight from Lisa, Jack peeks out from the supply 
closet.
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INT. SUPPLY CLOSET - MORNING

William is searching old files when Jack slowly closes the 
door and turns to him with pure fear on his face.

WILLIAM
What?

Clearing his throat he answers in a shaky, deep voice;

JACK
H-He’s not in yet.

Lisa takes a step to the closet door.

LISA
Then I’ll wait.

Jack motions for William to be quiet.

JACK
NO. I mean, he’s gonna be real 
late.

Lisa takes a few more steps towards the closet.

LISA
Maybe you could give him a message 
for me.

She reaches the closet door and just as her hand reaches the 
knob, Birdie walks in.

BIRDIE
Can I help you?

LISA
I’m looking for Charles Jackson.

Waves the letter in the air.

LISA (CONT’D)
About this ridiculous rent 
increase.

Birdie looks around.

BIRDIE
He was just here.

BIRDIE (CONT’D)
Mr. Jackson?
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LISA
The guy in the closet hasn’t seen 
him yet.

Birdie walks to the closet, opens the door.

Out flops Jack. On his face.

Lisa takes a step closer, and with eyes wide;

LISA (CONT’D)
Jack? Is that -

JACK
Wait! I can explain.

She looks into the closet to see William bumbling around.

LISA
YOU!

WILLIAM
I’m just visiting.

She backs up, hands up.

LISA
I should have guessed. You BOTH 
disgust me.

Jack struggles to his feet with the help of Birdie and goes 
after Lisa.

JACK
Wait. I can explain.

LISA
Don’t bother Mr. Charles Jackson. 
The third.

She storms out leaving a heartbroken Jack.

William swats him on the arm.

WILLIAM
You’ve fallen for her?

INT. JACKS OFFICE-AFTERNOON

Birdie walks in and finds Jack sitting with his head on his 
desk.
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BIRDIE
Sure I can’t bring you some lunch?

Allen walks in behind Birdie.

ALLEN
What’s wrong with you, market 
crash? Your horse lose?

JACK
You want a part of me too?

ALLEN
Depends. I’ve heard some rumors.  

Jack drops his head on his desk.

BIRDIE
Mr. Jackson. Could you take a look 
at the ledger. Things aren’t adding 
up. 

Birdie walks out closing the door behind.

Allen turns back to Jack. He is a beaten man.

Jack’s cell rings. He hesitates before answering it.

JACK
 Yea?

He looks down at his watch. Then at Allen.

He listens for a moment, hangs up his phone, then hangs his 
head.

INT. LISA’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Lisa quietly sits on a client’s chair staring ahead when a 
concerned Marge peeks her head in.

MARGE
School principal called. There’s 
been a little trouble with 
Cheyenne.

Lisa just closes her eyes.

INT. JACKS OFFICE - DAY

Jack mopes out past Birdie, deed in hand.
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JACK
I won’t be back.  

BIRDIE
If she calls, I’ll give her your 
number.

A sullen Jack walks out.

EXT. OFFICE BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

Jacks cell rings and he answers it before it finishes the 
first ring.

JACK
This is Jack. - Sure, I guess. - 
I’ll be right there.

EXT. TOWNS SQUARE GAZEBO - AFTERNOON

Looking like they’ve lost their best friends, Jack and 
Cheyenne sit sulking on the Gazebo steps.

CHEYENNE
Looks like we’re both in the dog 
house.

JACK
Did she say anything about me?  

CHEYENNE
Something about a deed. You don’t 
want to know the rest.

Jack lets out a long, painful breath. Cheyenne follows.

JACK
Any ideas?

CHEYENNE
Yea, but I don’t think my 
grandparents would understand if I 
showed up back home with you. 

Jack rests his face in his hands.

Cheyenne looks over and sees he’s visibly upset.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
I have an idea, but it’s kind of 
out there.
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He raises his head, looks right at her.

JACK
No, that’s where we are.  

CHEYENNE
Well, it would involve breaking 
into my school.

His eyes widen.

JACK
You’re kidding, right?

INT. BAR - EVENING

A few patrons sift in and out.

Jack and William huddle over their drinks at the bar.

WILLIAM
You serious about hanging out with 
a bunch of annoying kids?

JACK
I hang out with you, don’t I?

WILLIAM
That’s different.

JACK
If this doesn’t work...

WILLIAM
We can always set up shop in 
Tahiti.

JACK
What am I saying - it has to work.

WILLIAM
Does this mean no Tahiti?

Ray and Chops walk in. Jack see’s their reflection in the 
mirror behind the bar.

William summons the bartender.

WILLIAM (CONT’D)
Couple more here.

JACK
No more for me.
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WILLIAM
You got a hot date?

Jack isn’t laughing.

RAY (O.S.)
If it isn’t my buddy Jack. How bout 
a round bar keep.

Jack and William turn on their stools to Ray and Chops.

CHOPS
On Jack.

WILLIAM
Friends of yours?

RAY
From way back, right Jack?

William gets off his stool.

WILLIAM
Look guys. Whatever it is you want - 

Jack stands interrupting.

JACK
I’ve got this.

Patrons walk out.

The bartender approaches the guys, phone in hand.

BARTENDER
Take it outside guys, or I call the 
police.

The thugs walk out in an intimidating stroll.

William turns to Jack.

WILLIAM
Well?

JACK
I screwed up really bad.

WILLIAM
How bad?

Jack puts his arm around William and begins talking to him.
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INT. SCHOOL - MRS. MOORE’S CLASSROOM - MORNING

The classroom fills up with unenthusiastic students. The 
usual class clowns perform when Cheyenne stands, makes her 
announcement;

CHEYENNE
Quiet everyone! Quiet.

All is quiet until.

ALLISON
Who made YOU the boss?

CHEYENNE
Allison, sit down. 

ALLISON
Don’t you-

DALTON
Allison, be quiet.

Cheyenne and Dalton glance at each other smiling, which is 
not overlooked by Allison.

CHEYENNE
OK, listen. This must be kept a 
secret.  

Now this is cool...

EXT. SCHOOL YARD - AFTERNOON

A mad scramble of kids leaving school. Halfway down the front 
walk, Cheyenne digs for her cell and hears her name called 
out.

Dalton and his friend JAKE(13)head her way.

DALTON
Cheyenne, wait up.

Cheyenne is pleasantly surprised.

An out of breath Dalton and Jake reach her.

DALTON (CONT’D)
You know Jake?

JAKE
Hey.
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DALTON
You’re idea’s pretty cool.

CHEYENNE
Think so?

DALTON
Sure, I could be a leader if you 
want.

CHEYENNE
(wide eyed)

Really?

Amber walks into view.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Amber.

A stunned Amber turns.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Over here.

Cheyenne waves her over.

Amber makes her way over, with very little eye contact but 
does notice Jake.

JAKE
Hey Amber.

Her first smile.

AMBER
Um, hi.

Cheyenne and Dalton stand in awe of their friends.

CHEYENNE
Amber, I could use you as a leader.

She doesn’t answer.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
For the surprise Christmas program.

AMBER
(stuttering)

Y-y-you want me?

DALTON
Yes. (He looks to Cheyenne) I mean, 
I’d like that too. Right Jake?
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He gives Jake a push.

JAKE
I guess.

Jake and Amber give each other shy glances/grins. Clearly 
flirting.

CHEYENNE
I could really use someone like you 
to help.

AMBER
But what can I do?

Allison, Erikka and Brooke walk up.

Amber backs away. Cheyenne stops her.

Allison gives Amber a nasty grin.

ALLISON
So, when do we start?

CHEYENNE
You in?

ALLISON
Yup. All three of us, right girls?

They all agree.

Dalton and Jake walk away.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
What’s with them?

Allison snarls at Amber who turns and walks away.

EXT. SCHOOL YARD - AFTERNOON

Cheyenne is alone now. She makes a call.

CHEYENNE
We can start tonight.

INT. CLASSROOM - EVENING

In the dimly lit room, Jack and Cheyenne stand in front of 
twenty-five STUDENTS.
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JACK
We’ve got two weeks to pull this 
off so everyone pay attention. I’ll 
start off with some of my ideas. 
When everything is done, we should 
notify the press.

A LOUD cheer erupts.

STUDENT
We’re gonna be famous.

Cheyenne motions for kids to quiet down.

JACK
I’d also like to give a nice speech 
to the townspeople, tell them I’ll 
lower the rent for all my tenants.

You can hear a pin drop.

Cheyenne leans over to him and whispers;

CHEYENNE
Jack, they don’t care about that.

JACK
Oh.

He steps up on the table and makes another announcement.

JACK (CONT’D)
We’re going to have music, 
Christmas decorations, hot 
chocolate and cider, gifts. And I’m 
paying for everything.

The kids erupt in cheer.

Jack calms them down.

JACK (CONT’D)
Alright. Cheyenne’s assigned the 
groups, so let’s get to work.

Allison rolls her eyes and mocks Jack.

ALLISON
Oh Cheyenne. You’re so great.

ERIKKA
Knock it off Allison.

Allison’s head snaps to Erikka, then Brooke.
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ALLISON
So Brooke, do you think I should 
knock it off?

BROOKE
Just stop you two.

Cheyenne at the front of the room.

CHEYENNE
OK. Everyone get in your groups. 

A scatter of kids in all directions.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Quietly.

INT. LISA’S OFFICE - DAY

The same man and woman are up to leave Lisa’s office.

LISA
Listen to what your husband has to 
say before you’re ready to throw 
him down a well.

The woman smiles at her husband.

WOMAN
Don’t worry, I’m learning.

Lisa opens the door for them.

Marge walks in. Lisa walks to the edge of her desk, arms 
crossed, in thought.

MARGE
Thinking about him, aren’t you?

LISA
It’s so easy for me to give advice. 
Why can’t I get my own life in 
order?

MARGE
Wait a minute. You had no way of 
knowing who he was. 

LISA
He was just so... nice.

MARGE
Sneaky. That’s what he was.
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LISA
There was something, kind in his 
eyes.

Marge gets up. Frustrated, she points her finger at Lisa.

MARGE
Don’t go scaring me now. He’s no 
good and you know it!

INT. HALLWAY OF SCHOOL - DAY

Cheyenne digs in her locker. Allison shows up.

ALLISON
Hey Cheyenne.

Cheyenne looks around her.

CHEYENNE
Where’s the rest of your minions?

ALLISON
I’m not their baby sitter. Besides, 
I came to see Dalton.

CHEYENNE
Hello. I don’t see him anywhere.

ALLISON
That’s OK. I’ll see him later. So 
did you hear?

CHEYENNE
What?

ALLISON
Dalton thinks you’re a freak.

CHEYENNE
Just go Allison. You’re such a 
trouble-maker.

ALLISON
I just thought you should know. You 
know, so you don’t waste your time 
liking him.

CHEYENNE
I don’t like him.

ALLISON
Sure. See ya.
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Cheyenne grits her teeth.

CHEYENNE
I could really have fun with my 
powers now.

Cheyenne slams books around in her locker. Dalton shows up at 
his.

DALTON
Hey.

Cheyenne keeps her head down with a sulky look and tone.

CHEYENNE
Hi.

DALTON
You OK?

CHEYENNE
Yea. I should get to class.

She walks off leaving a confused Dalton.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - EVENING

All is dark except for one dull light on the second floor. 
Light now is falling peacefully.

INT. DRAMA DEPT. - EVENING

Brooke, Erikka, Allison and EIGHT STUDENTS search through 
racks of clothing.

Brooke pulls out a very ugly dress.

BROOKE
Cheyenne will look good in this. 

She holds it up to herself and twirls around.

Erikka and Allison burst into laughter.  

The other students continue searching.

ALLISON
I heard a rumor about Cheyenne.

ERIKKA
Yea, what?
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MALE STUDENT
Allison, you’re supposed to be the 
leader here. Try working.

ALLISON
Mind your own business.

KATRINA
Just ignore him. What’s the rumor?

ALLISON
Well, my brother Lucas said...

BROOKE
(interrupting)

You’re gonna believe that dork?

ERIKKA
Let her finish Brooke.

ALLISON 
Did she ever tell anyone where she 
came from?

BROOKE
No.

ERIKKA
She’s pretty secretive.

ALLISON
Lucas said she fell from the sky.

All in the group erupt into laughter.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
Let me finish. Geesh.

Pause

ALLISON (CONT’D)
When she landed on Lucas, her hat 
came off and he saw something 
really weird.

BROOKE
Weird like what?

ALLISON
Like she had pointed ears.

Another eruption except this time Brooke and Erikka walk away 
laughing to each other.
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ALLISON (CONT’D)
You guys. I’m serious. She wears 
those bands every day.

All go back to picking out clothes.

INT. DRAMA DEPT. - NIGHT

Jack, Cheyenne and Amber sit with MELISSA and her group of 
TEN STUDENTS.

Melissa holds up her notes.

MELISSA
I think we have it.

Cheyenne glances at it, then passes it to Jack.

CHEYENNE
Lot’s of stuff.

BROOKE
We don’t want it to be cheesy.

AMBER
I hope we have enough time.

CHEYENNE
(interrupts)

Alright. Everyone can help with the 
decorating.

AMBER
(sheepishly)

I have another suggestion.

MELISSA
(eyes roll)

What is it?

AMBER
A horse drawn buggy, maybe?

All eyes shift on Jack.

CHEYENNE
Jack?

Another pause. Then a slap of his hand on the table.

JACK
Fantastic! - What’s Christmas 
without a horse drawn buggy?
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A cheer erupts.

All gather their things to wrap it up for the night.

EXT. DOWNTOWN - AFTERNOON

Main St. is buzzing as the local TV station follows SIX 
COUNTY BOARD MEMBERS as they point out various stores in 
their town. 

Lisa watches the circus with disgust from across the street.

Mrs. Crablean hobbles over with her walker.

LISA
Mrs. Crablean. 

MRS. CRABLEAN
Just a shame I tell ya. 

LISA
I know.

MRS. CRABLEAN
Was a time when Christmas was the 
big news in this town. 

LISA
I remember.

MRS. CRABLEAN
I hope whoever’s responsible for 
this “gets” his due.

Lisa has an “Aha!” moment.

She leans down and gives Mrs. Crablean a kiss on the cheek.

LISA
Thanks Mrs. Crablean.

Mrs. Crablean is taken back.

MRS. CRABLEAN
But I didn’t ...

Lisa hurries off.

INT. ALLEN’S DINING ROOM - AFTERNOON

Slumped down on his couch, a mournful looking Jack is tuned 
into the local news station.
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Local TV REPORTERS are getting their story.

INT. MR. COOPERS HARDWARE STORE - CONTINUOUS

Camera switches to other Reporter, DANIEL, at Mr. Coopers 
Hardware.

DANIEL
And as you can see, the shelves in 
Mr. Cooper’s Hardware store have 
barely been touched.

A shot of a sullen MR. AND MRS. COOPER

DANIEL (CONT’D)
What would you like to say Mr. 
Cooper?

MR. COOPER
In all my years here (choking up) 
I’m afraid the Mrs. and I might 
have to close up shop.

DANIEL
This is just the tip of the ice 
berg.

He motions for his camera man to follow him out. Daniel 
speaks to the camera as they rush to Billy’s Meat Market next 
door.

DANIEL (CONT’D)
And right next door, we have 
Billy’s Meat Market.

He pushes in through the door.

INT. BILLY’S MEAT MARKET - CONTINUOUS

BILLY(37) is behind the counter.

DANIEL
Tell us - 

He reads his name tag.

DANIEL (CONT’D)
Billy. How are you weathering this 
storm of financial troubles?

Billy shakes his head.
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BILLY
It’s not good. I have a mind to 
just give away all the turkeys I’ve 
got out back and call it quits.

Daniel tears up.

DANIEL
It’s just wrong. So there you have 
it. Over to you Mark.

EXT. FRONT OF MACY’S - AFTERNOON

A camera crew interviews passers-by. Lisa walks right up to 
the camera.

MARK
Ma'am. Could you tell us what you 
think of the unfortunate state of 
our town this holiday season.

Lisa grabs the mic.

INT. JACKS LIVING ROOM - AFTERNOON

Lisa is on HIS TV! He sits forward, turns up the volume.

On the TV...

LISA
This town deserves more. Look 
around -

The camera man pans the downtown.

LISA (CONT’D)
Not a light twinkling, no shoppers 
to be seen, and where’s the 
Nativity Scene? Whoever is 
responsible for this should be 
ashamed of HIMSELF!

MARK 
Are you saying you know who’s 
responsible for this?
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LISA
I’m saying it’s a sad time in our 
town, (points her finger at camera) 
and if you think your greedy, 
selfish ways are going to bring an 
ounce of happiness into your life, 
you’re sorely mistaken! You can 
have all the money in the world and 
you’ll still be a very lonely, 
pathetic man!

She hands the mic back to Mark, turns and walks off.

MARK
Are these the first signs of our 
Town of Dickens turning into a 
Ghost Town? 

INT. JACK’S LIVING ROOM

Jack is devastated.

He picks up his phone.

INT. ALLEN’S LIVING ROOM - AFTERNOON

The sound of the local news in background.

Allen, son ERIC (8), fiddling with his PS3, and daughter ERIN 
(5), cuddled up on Allen’s lap, watch intently.

ERIN
Daddy, do we have ghosts in our 
town?

ERIC
(rolls eyes)

Girls are so dumb.

ERIN
I’m not dumb! You’re a stupid head!

ERIC
(singing)

Erin is a dummy. Erin is a dummy.

ERIN
Daddy! Eric is calling me a dummy.

Allen is visibly upset.
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TRACY, perky, 30’s, walks in holding the phone against her 
chest.

TRACY
(mouths)

It’s Jack.

Allen sets Erin down next to Eric.

ALLEN
No fighting.

He takes the phone from Tracy. She caresses his face.

TRACY
Are you sure?

ALLEN
I’ll take it outside.

EXT. OLD HOMESTEAD - DAY

Jack and Allen look up at the weathered, yet stately 
farmhouse, it’s wrap-around porch still welcoming to all who 
enter.

A sullen Jack opens up to his brother Allen.

JACK
I miss them.

Allen points to a cellar door around the side. They walk to 
it.

ALLEN
Remember when we used to sneak out 
at night?

JACK
(grins slightly)

Almost gave mom a heart attack.

ALLEN
We didn’t think dad knew.

JACK
We were smarter than him, remember.

ALLEN
Until the night he was waiting 
inside for us.
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JACK
Good thing Mom was there.

They walk to a dilapidated tree house.

ALLEN
He built this you know. For us. 
While we slept.

JACK
He did things like that.

ALLEN
He made things right, Jack.

Jack steps on a rung of the stair. It breaks off and he 
stumbles. Allen reaches out to catch him.

They have a quiet moment.

ALLEN (CONT’D)
I walked in on Mom crying one day.

Jack looks at Allen.

JACK
Serious?

ALLEN
She told me that Grandma lost 
everything in a fire.

JACK
Oh yea. The fire.

ALLEN
Then dad walked in and handed her 
an envelope.

They walk to the house and sit on the porch.

JACK
OK. And ...

ALLEN
It was a deed. Mom always wanted 
her mother to live closer.

Allen gets teary. 

ALLEN (CONT’D)
He always said; there’s nothing 
more important than family.
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Still looking down;

JACK
I really let him down. And now I 
let someone else down.

Allen puts his arm around Jack.

ALLEN
Does this have anything to do with 
a woman?

JACK
Not just any woman.

They stand.

ALLEN
Let’s head inside. Time we had a 
little chat.

They turn, Allen’s arm still around Jack, still talking.

ALLEN (CONT’D)
You mentioned a plan...

INT. JACK’S OFFICE - MORNING

Jack on the phone.

JACK
Thanks buddy. I owe you and Allen.

INT. MR. COOPER’S HARDWARE STORE - MORNING

Jack, pushes a cart down the aisles, gets glaring looks from 
two CUSTOMERS. He nods, embarrassed.

In the lighting aisle, he piles every box of tree lights in 
his cart and heads for the check-out.

Mr. Cooper gives Jack a puzzled look as he piles the boxes on 
the counter.

MR. COOPER
Did you find everything sir?

JACK
You don’t happen to have any more 
of these lights, do you?
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MR. COOPER
I do. Out back.

JACK
I’ll take everything you have.

Mr. Cooper’s eyes widen.

MR. COOPER
Sure. 

JACK
Ring me up! 

Mr. Cooper takes a closer look at Jack.

MR. COOPER
Aren’t you Charles’ kid?

JACK
That I am, sir.

INT. BILLY’S MEAT MARKET - MORNING

Jack hands over his credit card to a stunned Billy wiping  
his hands on his meat stained apron.

JACK
Don’t forget, Christmas Eve 
Morning.

BILLY
(stuttering)

Y-yes Sir.

EXT. CHRISTMAS TREE LOT - DAY

Jack wanders the lot with the OWNER.

OWNER
Yep. Lots a trees to choose from. 
Business is a little slow this 
year.

Jack hands him his credit card.

EXT. TREE LOT TRAILER

The owner runs up to the trailer, flings the door open and 
yells;
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OWNER
Mabel. Take down the sign. Just 
sold us all them trees.

INT. NAIL SALON - DAY

Lisa chats with the YOUNG WOMAN doing her nails. 

Tracy walks in, sits next to Lisa.

LISA
It just seems since my niece 
arrived, everything’s going wrong.

Tracy looks over.

TRACY
Excuse me, but aren’t you the woman 
from the news?

Lisa lets out a groan, turns a shade of pink.

LISA
You saw it too.

TRACY
Who didn’t?

TRACY (CONT’D)
You really let him have it.

Lisa looks back at Tracy.

TRACY (CONT’D)
(ashamed)

Brother-in-law.

LISA
You’re kidding.

TRACY
I swore I wouldn’t say... never 
mind.

LISA
Oh no, I’d love to hear it.

Tracy looks around, turns toward Lisa.
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TRACY
(hesitant)

Well, you know after THE incident, 
the one where you found him in the 
closet?

LISA
He told you about that?

TRACY
My husband.

LISA
Spill.

They huddle down and the gossip begins.

INT. LISA’S HOME - DAY

Cheyenne closes the door, throws her backpack on the chair.

CHEYENNE
Lisa?

Lisa greets her with a plate of cookies and big grin. 
Twinkles is close behind.

LISA
Did you have a good day?

CHEYENNE
Um, yea. Didn’t you have work 
today?

LISA
Yea, but I had more important  
things to do.

Cheyenne goes to her, checks her forehead.

CHEYENNE
No fever.

Lisa laughs.

Cheyenne grabs her bookbag and heads for her room. Lisa 
follows.

LISA
I’ve been thinking about a few 
things.
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INT. CHEYENNE’S ROOM - DAY

Cheyenne enters. Drops her bag and picks up Twinkles.

CHEYENNE
Am I in trouble again?

Lisa bursts out laughing.

LISA
Come here sweetie.

CHEYENNE
Because if I am, I swear I didn’t 
do it.

Lisa gives her a big hug.

LISA
I just want to talk. 

As Cheyenne settles in...

LISA (CONT’D)
I’ve been thinking.

CHEYENNE
OK.

LISA
(sincerely)

You being grounded and all...

She sits next to Cheyenne

LISA (CONT’D)
I guess it was a little harsh.

CHEYENNE
You do?

LISA
Would you say your friendship with 
Allison was a healthy one?

CHEYENNE
She really isn’t my friend. 

LISA
Do you trust her?

CHEYENNE
No. She’s pretty mean.
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LISA
I just thought if we should talk 
more. Is there anything you’d like 
to talk about? 

Cheyenne acts aloof.

CHEYENNE
Not really.

Lisa keeps fishing for information.

LISA
Because I believe you’re making an 
effort to do the right things.

CHEYENNE
Thanks.

LISA
And if there’s anything I can do to 
help, don’t be afraid to ask.

Cheyenne is getting suspicious.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - NIGHT

All is dark in the school except one light beaming out of a 
second floor classroom.

A squad car pulls up. Out steps a lone officer, places his 
hat on, feels his club with one hand, his gun with the other.

He slowly walks up to the front entrance, flashlight scanning 
the area.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - NIGHT

Melissa walks out of a classroom and spots a flashing light. 
She gingerly peers around the corner and notices a Police car 
in the lot. Just then an OFFICER walks up to the door.

Startled, she turns, and runs up the staircase to the second 
floor.

INT. DRAMA ROOM - NIGHT

Out of breath, Melissa runs in, arms waving wildly, and in a 
high whisper.
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MELISSA
The police are here.

Not a soul is listening.

SAMANTHA
Now what’s she ranting about?

CHEYENNE
Hold on everyone. (pause) Melissa? 
What is it?

MELISSA
The police!

Cheyenne calms the crowd.

CHEYENNE
Here?

Samantha shakes her head wildly.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Dalton, get the lights. The rest of 
you, get your stuff and hide.

A mad scramble of kids.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL FRONT ENTRY - NIGHT

We follow the beam of the flashlight. On lockers, into empty, 
dark rooms. Finally, up the staircase to the second floor 
where it stops.

Not a sound is heard. All is dark.

The officer brings his radio up to his mouth.

OFFICER
Yea, this is HARRIS. I’m inside now 
and don’t see anything going on. - 
Nah, must’ve been a reflection. 
I’ll just take a wander through, 
then head out.

INT. ARTS/CRAFTS CLOSET - NIGHT

A slit of light is just enough to see Dalton, Cheyenne, 
Allison, Amber and Samantha all crammed in, wide eyed.
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DALTON
(soft whisper)

Hear that? I think he’s coming.

CHEYENNE
Who’s on my foot?

ALLISON
I don’t have any room.

DALTON
Shhhhhhh!

ALLISON
Amber move, quit touching me.

CHEYENNE
Knock it off Allison.

ALLISON
It’s not me! It’s this reject 
welfare case next to me that’s 
hogging all the room.

You can hear a pin drop.

Amber’s eyes well up with tears.

ALLISON (CONT’D)
That’s right, cry baby.

Dalton’s eyes widen in horror.

Cheyenne, eye’s slit, hands fisted and teeth gritting, turns 
to Allison, who is now up against the door, let’s her have it 
with both barrels.

CHEYENNE
How DARE you talk to Amber like 
that. Do you have more friends? No. 
Kids are afraid of you because 
you’re a big bully. Got it? 

Allison is flat against the door, staring at Cheyenne as 
though, how dare you!

Cheyenne gets right into her face.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
And if you think Dalton is even 
remotely interested in you, think 
again. And you know why? 

All look at Dalton who answers nervously.
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DALTON
Because she’s mean?

All look back at Cheyenne.

CHEYENNE
Yes. And you should be lucky to 
ever have a friend like Dalton or 
Amber, or me! And so help me if you 
ever bully her again, I’ll -

The closet door opens and out falls Allison. She hits her 
head on the floor causing a loud THUMP!

All freeze. Eyes wide. Then, they scramble back in.

INT. HALLWAY IN FRONT OF DRAMA DEPT. - NIGHT

Officer Harris hears a BANG from the Drama room. He enters, 
shines the light around the room. He is discovers a tree 
branch hitting a window. As he walks towards it;

Cheyenne reaches up and carefully pulls the closet door shut.

Officer Harris turns back to the door.

Shines his light on the closet and takes a step towards it.

His radio goes off.

DISPATCH (O.S.)
Officer Harris.

OFFICER HARRIS
Harris here.

DISPATCH (O.S.)
We’ve got a situation downtown. 
Front of Macy’s.

OFFICER HARRIS
Be right there, over.

He holds the light on the closet door for a moment, then 
walks out of the room.

The closet door swings open revealing seven relieved faces.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Officer Harris hustles to his car, then stops.
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OFFICER HARRIS
Harris here.

DISPATCH (O.S.)
10/60 the call to Macy’s.

OFFICER HARRIS
10/4.

As he slips into his car, a glow from a window appears.

A quick look back at the school and he comes to a sudden 
stop!

INT. DRAMA DEPT. - NIGHT

Jack attempts to calm the students down when Melissa runs in 
giving Jack the worst news he could hear. 

MELISSA
(out of breath)

He’s back.

Chaos erupts again.

Cheyenne and Dalton slip out the door, take off down the 
hallway and around the corner just as Officer Harris rounds 
the opposite corner just missing them.

A mad dash for the closets. It's too late. On go the lights.

OFFICER HARRIS
You there. Get out here and bring 
your friends.

Kids slowly walk out from closets, behind curtains, from 
under desks. All petrified.

Officer Harris get’s on his radio.

OFFICER HARRIS (CONT’D)
I’ll need a couple vans at the High 
School - yea, ‘bout twenty kids.

Jack walks out from around a corner.

JACK
I’m the one responsible for this.

Officer Harris can’t believe his eyes.

OFFICER HARRIS
Make that twenty kids and one 
responsible adult.
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The officer walks up to Jack and checks out his face.

OFFICER
You wouldn’t happen to be Charles 
Jackson, would you?

JACK
I am.

The officer takes his handcuffs out from behind.

OFFICER
Hands behind your back, sir.

Jack turns, not without complaining.

JACK
You’re handcuffing me?

OFFICER
Charles Jackson, you’re under 
arrest for possession of stolen 
property, money laundering, and 
illegal betting on professional 
sports.

Jack hangs his head, shaking it back and forth.

The kids all stand and stare.

And we are back where the story started.

EXT. GAZEBO TOWN OF DICKENS - DAY

Twilight before the dawn. Silence. Snow falls, laying a soft, 
white blanket over the sleepy town. 

A lone pair of tiny, fresh footprints lead to the silhouette 
of a person. 

The calm is broken by the far away sound of crunch ... crunch 
... crunch. 

We catch up to a set of small boots making their way through 
the snow. Between crunches, the only sound is huffing and 
puffing.

The boots take on a life of their own slipping and sliding, 
when all of a sudden;

PLOP!
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Face down in the snow, lays a teenage girl. A moment of 
silence.

Just as quickly as she went down, she’s up again. 

CHEYENNE(13) wears jeans tucked into her boots, pink vest 
jacket and pink band wrapped around her head. 

Back up and running, she reaches a gazebo stage, takes a 
breath, calms herself and asks;

CHEYENNE 
.  

With attitude, she flops onto a bench a little too close to 
the edge, and down she falls! Fumbling to get up, her head 
band catches on the bench,  rips off revealing her beautiful 
locks curling around two, delicately pointed ears. Hastily 
she pulls her hat down and glances around in a panic. 

She sees at a distance, someone running towards her. An out 
of breath Dalton.

DALTON
I figured I’d find you here.

Cheyenne runs to him.

CHEYENNE
Oh my gosh. What are we gonna do?

She paces back, forth. Stops.

DALTON
We need to think about this.

They both sit on the step staring forward.

DALTON (CONT’D)
My dad’s gonna kill me.

CHEYENNE
You have no idea ...

Dalton gets up, paces.

Cheyenne is contemplating something. Dalton notices, sits 
down next to her.

DALTON
What?

Cheyenne raises her head. They are eye to eye.
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CHEYENNE
My Grandpa always told me, truth 
cannot be threatened.

He stares into her eyes.

DALTON
I remember hearing that, somewhere.

CHEYENNE
No way!

They turn and stare straight ahead. Stalling.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
Now what?

DALTON
I dunno. Any ideas?

CHEYENNE
No.

DALTON
I should tell my dad.

CHEYENNE
Yea. I better go wake up Lisa.

They turn to each other still stalling. 

DALTON
I’ll count to three.

CHEYENNE
Count slow.

EXT. COURT HOUSE - NIGHT

A dusky, cool night as Allen runs up the steep steps. 

INT. COURTHOUSE HOLDING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Clock on the wall says 4:30 A.M.

A dismal Jack sits at a rickety table surrounded by his 
ATTORNEY and TWO POLICE OFFICERS when Allen rushes in.

He goes to Jack.

ALLEN
Jack? What’s going on here? 
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Jack’s attorney pipes in.

ATTORNEY
Seems there’s been some pretty 
shady activity going on here and 
we’re just about ready to clear it 
up.

JACK
I need to get a hold of Lisa.

Allen brings out the deed.

ALLEN
I thought you’d be happy about 
this.

Jack let’s out a big sigh.

INT. LISA’S LIVING ROOM- MORNING

The sun is just peeking out. 

Lisa sits on the couch still in her PJ’s, coffee in hand. She 
gazes at Cheyenne who sits on a chair with Twinkles on her 
lap. She listens intently.

CHEYENNE
That’s the whole story. 

Lisa pauses, looks at her watch.

LISA
Well, if you’re through, we’d 
better get going.

Cheyenne stares at her speechless.

CHEYENNE
But - what about me? Aren’t you 
gonna ground me or something?

Lisa stands, hugs a stunned Cheyenne. Turns and makes a phone 
call as she slowly walks towards her room.

LISA (ON THE PHONE)
Give us fifteen minutes. - Yup, 
same story.

She hangs up and looks back at Cheyenne.
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LISA (CONT’D)
Well, are you going to just stand 
there?

CHEYENNE
But...

LISA
Get changed. We have a lot to do.

EXT. DOWNTOWN - DAY

A light snow falls. The scene is chaotic with high school 
students doing their assigned jobs. It is the early stages of 
setting up the town.

Parents lend a hand.

MONTAGE - THE DOWNTOWN IS HUMMING WITH WORKERS

--Trees are being set up/decorated with lights.

--Twinkling lights being attached to buildings.

--High school students are busy filling food carts.

--Stringed instruments are being set up in the Gazebo.

--Kids scurry around in search of their groups.

--Shop keepers are shoveling in front of their stores 
watching the activity in awe.

INT. ABANDONED STORE DOWNTOWN - DAY

Cheyenne hands out gowns to five girls and top coats/hats to 
FOUR BOYS who will be carolling through the streets.

Lucas, Brandon and Jake come screaming around the corner 
plowing through clothes, taunting the students.

CHEYENNE
Lucas! You guys get out of here or 
I’ll...

LUCAS
We’re not scared of you!

They run off to cause a disturbance elsewhere.
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EXT. DOWNTOWN - DAY

Off at a distance Cheyenne hears loud yelling. She hands the 
dresses to Brooke and takes off towards the noise leading her 
directly to the horse drawn buggy.

As Cheyenne approaches the situation, she slows to take in 
everything she sees.

Sprawled out on the road behind the horses is Amber, Melissa, 
Brooke and Lucas. All trying to get up, yet slipping on horse 
droppings.

Amber is in tears.

Allison runs to see what the commotion is. She walks up to 
Amber and holds her hand out. Amber stares up at her.

MELISSA
Hey! What about me?

Another scuffle as Lucas tumbles on top of a feces covered 
Brooke.

BROOKE
Eew! Get off.

The scuffle continues. We focus on Amber and Allison who are 
oblivious to the chaos around them.

Amber reaches up and takes Allison’s hand. She slowly stands 
and wipes herself off. Allison quietly helps. 

Up runs Nancy, hands on her hips.

NANCY
Allison, get away from her.

Allison ignores her.

NANCY (CONT’D)
I said get away from her, now!

Amber looks up at Allison.

AMBER
Thanks.

ALLISON
We better get you into costume.

Amber stops.
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AMBER
Allison. I meant it. Thanks.

ALLISON
I know.

They turn, walk off. 

Nancy stomps off after them.

NANCY
ALLISON!

Allison turns to her mother.

ALLISON
Mom. This stops right here, right 
now.

She turns to Amber, takes her by the arm, they turn and walk 
off leaving Nancy with her mouth hanging open.

Jake and Brandon whiz by and join Lucas in the fun.

Melissa and Brooke sit, covered in feces, as they watch after 
Allison and Amber, wide eyed.

EXT. FRONT OF GAZEBO - DAY

Students haul stringed instruments up the stairs of the 
gazebo.

Allen directs all.

ALLEN
Park behind the Gazebo - Are you 
the hot drinks? - Over by the 
carts.

Lisa strolls over to him.

LISA
Any word?

Allen checks his watch.

ALLEN
About fifteen minutes ago. Said he 
needed to walk.

LISA
There’s only one place he would go. 
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ALLEN
Good Ole Jack. I figured he’d do 
something big after our talk.

LISA
Your talk?

ALLEN
Let’s just say, he really does have 
a heart.
                       

EXT. DUCK POND - EVENING

Jack sits on a bench, head in his hands. A light snow. He 
speaks to his father.

JACK
I know I let you down. It’s just, 
after Carole died... 

Lisa stands behind him in the sunlight.

LISA
No Jack. You didn’t let him down.

Jack turns with a start, stands.

JACK
Lisa? How did you know I was - 

LISA
Out of jail?

JACK
I messed up pretty bad. Then let 
down a bunch of good kids.

He lowers his head.

JACK (CONT’D)
And worse, I let you down.

LISA
You did mess up. But you also made 
it right.

JACK
I don’t expect you to ever forgive 
me.

LISA
Leave the forgiving up to me.
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She walks to him and takes his hand.

LISA (CONT’D)
Now come with me.

Jack is stunned. He hesitates. Reaches into his jacket and 
brings out the Deed.

JACK
I think this belongs to you.

Lisa takes it.

JACK (CONT’D)
They were going to hurt you, but I 
couldn’t -

She interrupts.

LISA
I know. I talked to Allen.

EXT. DOWNTOWN - EVENING

They walk hand in hand to the downtown area. On the side of 
the road sits a horse drawn carriage.

JACK
What’s this?

LISA
You should know. You planned it.

JACK
But I thought - 

The driver, Allen, turns around, his wife next to him, kids 
on her lap.

ERIN
It’s Uncle Jack!

ALLEN
Are you gonna get in or do I have 
to come out there and drag you up 
here?

Jack is pleasantly stunned.

JACK
I don’t understand any of this, but 
if you say so.
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He helps Lisa up.

Off at a distance is the sound of heavenly Christmas music, 
the town surrounded with brilliant lights. All relax.

Ahead, a police car with it’s lights on. Jack’s heart sinks. 
He and Allen get down and go to it.

William is talking to the Officer.

ALLEN
Is there a problem?

WILLIAM
Good to see you finally made it 
Jack.

JACK
What’s all this about?

WILLIAM
I just figured that if my best 
friend can do something right for a 
change, so can I.

Lisa walks up in time to hear what William says.

LISA
Looks like this Christmas is full 
of miracles.

A scuttle is heard from the squad car.

In the back seat sits Ray, Chops and Mr. Cummings. All 
grumbling, Mr. Cummings swats the other two.

The officer reaches out to shake William’s hand.

OFFICER
I’d like to thank you. We’ve been 
trying to nab these three for a 
long time. Thanks to you, their 
shenanigans stop now.

The officer leaves. William jokes about what he did.

WILLIAM
Just a little ambush. I rather 
enjoyed it.
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EXT. DOWNTOWN GAZEBO - EVENING

The scene resembles a Dickens Christmas.

Cheyenne spots the carriage coming. It’s actually happening. 

Dalton looks over and sees tears. He goes to her. Allison is 
with Amber, they give her a warm smile. 

Dalton takes Cheyenne’s hand. She smiles at him.

As the carriage pulls up, Jack gets down, helps Lisa out.

Cheyenne runs up to her and they embrace. Then she embraces 
Jack jumping for joy.

CHEYENNE
Jack. We did it. We really did it.

JACK
Yea. Looks like we had a little 
help.

Allen walks over and puts his arm around Jack.

ALLEN
You didn’t think I’d let you down 
right when you finally decided to 
make us all proud, did you?

The banker walks up with a box of envelopes.

BANKER
I think this is what you’ve ordered 
Mr. Jackson.

Jack takes the box, looks at Allen.

ALLEN
I kinda took care of the little 
matter of the books.

Jack looks over to Lisa. She smiles up at him.

LISA
It’s OK. I know everything. No more 
secrets.

Jack takes the box and steps onto the Gazebo.

Mic in hand he begins.
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JACK
I’ll make this short. I want 
everyone to come up and get an 
envelope. Inside you’ll find your 
REAL Christmas Bonus. And when you 
get home, there will be more cheer 
waiting for you. Merry Christmas 
everyone!

ALL CHEER!

Cheyenne looks around. No Dalton. She walks away from the 
group, around the gazebo. She spots Dalton and runs towards 
him.

EXT. BEHIND GAZEBO - EVENING

Almost reaching him she STOPS!

Dalton looks up at her. He is cradling the old Mrs. Crablean.

Cheyenne runs to him.

CHEYENNE
What’s wrong?

DALTON
I think it’s her heart.

CHEYENNE
Shouldn’t we call someone?

Dalton looks around.

DALTON
I think we can do this.

Cheyenne stares at him in shock.

Dalton waves her over.

DALTON (CONT’D)
It’s OK.

Cheyenne, still staring at Dalton, rushes to Mrs. Crablean.

They both kneel beside her, hands over her heart, look up to 
the heavens. Tears in their eyes.

After a moment, Mrs. Crablean comes to. 

Cheyenne and Dalton warmly look at each other.
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CHEYENNE
How long have you known?

DALTON
The day you landed on the ice. From 
the North Pole.

CHEYENNE
And you’re - 

DALTON
Just like you. Came here as an 
infant. I was abandoned or 
something.

Mrs. Crablean attempts to get up.

DALTON (CONT’D)
Whoa, hang on. We’d better get you 
to the hospital.

MRS. CRABLEAN
Nonsense. And miss the most 
wonderful Christmas Eve ever?

They help her up and she plods off with her walker.

A wide eyed Cheyenne.

CHEYENNE
This is the first time I used my 
powers.

A voice from behind.

SANTA
That’s right my dear.

Cheyenne turns to see Santa and Mrs. Claus

CHEYENNE
Grandpa! Grandma!

She runs to them with big hugs. She stops and stands back 
with tears of sadness. 

SANTA
I see you’re doing well, Dalton.

DALTON
Yes sir!

CHEYENNE
Does this mean Christmas is saved?
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SANTA
And you did it without using your 
powers.

MRS. CLAUS
You dropped something very 
important while getting on the 
train. Your Christmas present.

Cheyenne is confused.

SANTA
Come along you two. 

He and Mrs. Claus walk ahead of them.

Cheyenne looks up at Dalton.

CHEYENNE
So you’re like me.

DALTON
Powers and all. Don’t use them 
much.

Excited, they join Santa.

INT. OBSERVATION ROOM

Loud bells ring. Green lights flash. The elves all dance 
around and cheer.

ELVES
She did it! She saved Christmas!

EXT. FRONT OF GAZEBO

Santa, Mrs. Claus, and all round the corner of the gazebo and 
the crowd erupts in cheer.

CROWD
SANTA! SANTA!

The children scramble and scream. Santa and Mrs. Claus give 
hugs and shake hands.

Santa takes Mrs. Claus by the hand and they walk to Lisa, 
motioning for Cheyenne to hurry. 

Cheyenne and Dalton arrive at her side.
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SANTA
Lisa. We are so proud of what you 
have given our precious Cheyenne. 
It just wouldn’t be right to take 
you away from each other now.

Mrs. Claus hands Lisa the envelope. 

Lisa opens it. Reads it. Looks to Cheyenne, then Mrs. Claus.

LISA
Does this mean what I think it 
does?

SANTA
Congratulations, you are legally 
Cheyenne’s new mother.

Cheyenne bursts into tears. Lisa follows. More hugs.

CHEYENNE
Grandma, how did you know that I 
wanted a mom?

SANTA
Child, she knows everything.

Cheyenne looks to Lisa.

CHEYENNE
Does this mean I can call you mom?

LISA
I’d be honored.

Lisa looks around. Someone is missing. Standing in front of 
the towns live Nativity Scene stands Jack. Lisa goes to him.

A crowd gathers around the nativity scene. Carolers sing, 
music plays. All hold hands.

Cheyenne looks through the crowd and spots Dalton off to the 
side. She makes her way to him.

DALTON
That was pretty cool.

CHEYENNE
Dalton?

DALTON
Yea.
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CHEYENNE
I never had a friend before.

DALTON
Why is that?

CHEYENNE
I guess because I’ve always been, 
different.

DALTON
Everybody is different. Doesn’t 
mean you can’t have friends.

They walk to Lisa and Jack.

They smile at each other, Cheyenne pushes him.

CHEYENNE
I guess you already know my 
Grandparents.

Lisa and Jack who are arm in arm, singing in front of the 
Nativity scene. 

Next to them are Amber and Jake, hand in hand. Allison, 
Erikka and Ashley.

Allison reaches over and takes Amber’s hand.

Cheyenne leans over and whispers to Dalton.

CHEYENNE (CONT’D)
What about my ears?

DALTON
Take off your hat.

CHEYENNE
What?

DALTON
Take it off. OH! And Happy 
Birthday.

Cheyenne gingerly slides it off and feels her points. She 
looks around to see if anyone is looking.

Dalton removes his hat. The same points. He yells out to the 
crowd.

DALTON (CONT’D)
Hey everyone. Meet Cheyenne.
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The music is loud and glorious over the Rekindled Town of 
Dickens, and children all over the world.

FADE OUT
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